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 My passion for strength and conditioning started during my freshman year at the University 

of South Carolina as student-athlete. I always knew that if football did not work out for me I would 

take the path to become ‘strength and conditioning’ coach at the collegiate level. I truly love and 

respect the field because as a strength coach you have the ability to impact a young student-

athlete’s life in a positive way. It is not only about lifting weights or running until you can’t feel 

your legs anymore. It is about building character, discipline, courage, mental toughness, 

confidence and most importantly a positive outlook on life.  

 

 Each strength and conditioning coach is unique in their own style of coaching. Based on 

my experience there are three basic coaching styles. First is the authoritarian is where the coach 

makes all the decisions without any input from his/her athletes. This style may help athletes learn 

to follow orders, but will not necessarily help the student-athlete develop thinking skills and 

personal qualities. Also because one person is making the decisions, athletes may rebel against the 

coach and not follow the coaches’ demands. The student-athletes are told what to do, but not 

necessarily why they are doing it. I was an authoritarian coach when I first started, because I was 

an inexperienced educator. I thought the only way to run a team was by making all of the decisions 

without any input from the team. I thought I knew what was best for the team and just wanted the 

athletes to follow orders. This worked to a point, until the athletes questioned why they were 

performing certain drills. Then I understood that this style needs to be used at the right times and 

with certain individuals. Second is the casual coach basically lets the players run the program. This 

is the easiest style to put into practice and is used by coaches who are not very experienced. The 

athletes typically enjoy this style of coaching most. However, the greatest issue with this style is 
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that the athletes will not improve very much due to the lack of direction and training the coach is 

providing. As a casual coach, you are basically a supervisor than a teacher. I would never use this 

style of coaching when related to strength and conditioning because athletes often will cheat. 

When dealing with football student-athletes in particular this style can make or break your career. 

A high percentage of collegiate football players are recruited from areas where they lived below 

poverty line. If you give them an inch they will take a foot without any hesitation. The third style is 

the co-operative coach has the players sharing in the decision-making process. The coach guides 

the athletes with decisions and athletes buy into this style because they are part of the decision 

making process. Athletes will work harder to achieve the goals set by the team and will show more 

respect and be more willing to listen if they know what the coach is genuinely interested in their 

opinions. It also makes the coach more approachable if an athlete or the team has questions or 

concerns. However, this style requires some skill and balance by the strength coach to know how 

much decision-making is required of the athletes, because not all athletes see the team perspective, 

but have their own individual perspective. I use this style and the authoritarian style when 

coaching the student-athlete. As a former student-athlete I wanted to understand why I was being 

asked to perform certain tasks. I feel it is important to have guidelines and rules when working 

with athletes. Communication is key to the success of any ‘strength and conditioning’ program. 

My athletes will realize that I am looking out for their best interests and want them to improve in 

various aspects. A good strength coach will pick and choose what style will work for them based 

on their environment and type of athlete they are dealing with. As a strength coach it is important 

to have the ability to adapt and not be so one dimensional when working with student-athletes. The 
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strength coach spends the most time with the athlete more than any other coach, it is our duty and 

responsibility to make sure we keep them safe and mentor them through success and hardships. 

 

 I took Dr.Stoddens strength and conditioning program design class to get a better 

understanding on how to design a program and to figure out what is really right or wrong when 

selecting exercise prescription. I will talk about how this class will help benefit my future, my 

training philosophy, methods of training I will use with my student-athletes. I will use certain 

methods over others and scientific evidence that supports my training methods such as: muscle 

physiology, neuromuscular adaptations to conditioning, bone, muscle and connective tissue 

adaptations to physical activity, energy systems, psychology of athletic preparation and 

performance, nutritional factors in health and performance, stretching and warm-up, resistance 

training, plyometric training, speed, agility, and speed endurance development, periodization and 

applying exercise prescription. 

  

 My goal is to become the director of strength and conditioning for a Division I football 

program within four years. After attaining this goal and building a name for myself within the 

industry, I would like to open up my own sports training facility in either Charleston, SC or 

Atlanta, GA. My demographics would be high school athletes, collegiate athletes and professional 

athletes. I will need to work within the collegiate setting for at least five to six years. The 

experience will help build my reputation within the community and hopefully will attract potential 

clients/customers in the future.  
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 Many factors make up a good athlete. Some are born with god given talent, while others 

have to work hard to make up for a lack of ability. Regardless of athlete’s talent level, they can 

become a better player through dedication and hard work. Self-discipline and great character is 

both key to being successful in any sport. As strength and conditioning coach, I believe that 

character is the most important factor when training. As an athlete develops character they become 

more consistent in their work habits at the conditioning level. Better conditioning leads to greater 

athletics ability by improving power and endurance. As gains in power and endurance increase 

practices become more effective. More effective practices lead to improved sport specific skills. 

These skills improve the athlete’s potential to make more plays during performance. Not only will 

I focus on the physical aspects, I will also focus on the mental aspects of training. Mental 

toughness is a huge factor in any sport while performing. I will challenge my athletes in ways they 

cannot even imagine, by putting them in demanding situations. As a result my strength and 

conditioning program will build the athletes self-confidence at a superior level, which will lead to 

great performance.  

 

 The philosophy of my program is simple. the goal is to eliminate any weakness the athlete 

has and to reduce the risk of injury, so they are more effective in their specific sport. They will 

train to be better athletes not weight lifters, that does not mean fundamentals and technique are not 

important. I will use the following modalities in my strength and conditioning programs: Olympic 

movements, power lifting movements, strong man movements, conventional exercises, balance 

and functional movements, functional flexibility progression, injury prevention and pre habilitation 

training cycles, isometric core strength and plyometrics and explosive training. 
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 All nine of these methods combined into one program will develop an elite athlete. It really 

is a hybrid of all training methods put into one. The foundation of my strength and conditioning 

program will be based on a performance pyramid which I designed. It goes from the bottom to the 

top.                                            

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Although Olympic movements are very complex and technical I would use them in my 

strength and conditioning program. Most experienced Olympic weight lifters start at a very young 

age; this is why they are so good at performing the movements. I would definitely have my 

athletes perform different variations so that it can limit extra stress to the lower back and get the 

same affects. Muscle physiology for Olympic weight lifting can be very complex not all muscle 

fibers are homogenous regarding metabolic and contractile capabilities
1
. There are two distinctly 

different muscle fiber types. They are Type I (slow twitch) and Type II (fast twitch). Type 1 

muscle fibers resist fatigue by having a large number of mitochondria, a high aerobic enzyme 

activity, and dense capillary concentration
1
. Type II fast twitch muscle fibers are capable of 

developing higher forces, especially at higher velocities of muscle action, than type I, or slow 

“MAKING THE PLAY” 
POWER 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONING 
EFFORT 
FOCUS 

CHARACTER 
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twitch, muscle fibers
2
. The amount of fast twitch fibers in the human body is already pre-

determined based on the athlete’s genetics. The higher the amount of fast twitch fibers the more 

suited the athlete is for performing in explosive sports such as football, sprinting etc. Olympic 

movements focus strictly of recruiting fast twitch muscle fibers. This is only achieved by teaching 

proper technique (triple extension) ankle, knee and hip. It is not physically possible to grow fast 

twitch fiber muscles; however the purpose is to recruit fast twitch fibers at a higher rate. This is 

achieved by neural adaptations which I will explain later. Rational for Olympic movements is 

simple: develops kinesthetic awareness, increase muscle fiber diameter, increases neural 

adaptations, improves intra muscular coordination (recruitment and frequency coding), and 

improves inter muscular coordination (synchronization) and ISO-Metric core work
3
. This is why I 

would use Olympic lifting in my strength and conditioning program. 

 

 Strong man training is a great training method and can supplements Olympic lifting in any 

strength and conditioning program. A lot of strength coaches shy away from strong man training 

because they are so caught up with older methods. I am a firm believer in strong man training 

especially for football. The human body has three energy systems that it uses to carry out life’s 

functions
4
. The first is the immediate system, which lasts zero to three seconds (ATP and CP). 

Shot putting is an example of the immediate system. The anaerobic glycolysis system, which lasts 

four to fifty seconds, is used for any explosive activity that uses glycogen as fuel and takes longer 

than four seconds but less than fifty seconds, such as a 300-yard sprint
4
. The last energy system is 

the oxidative system, which lasts more than two minutes, such as an endurance activity like a 5K 
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run
4
. All of these systems can be enhanced using strongman training techniques, especially the 

immediate and anaerobic glycolysis systems, which are most important for football. 

  

 I feel strongman as a competitive sport, requires absolute strength, dynamic strength, 

lactate threshold, flexibility, core strength, powerful hip extensors, and a strong posterior chain 

(limits knee injuries). Power lifting is generalized as purely absolute strength, the object being to 

move the most weight possible, regardless of time or any other factor. Olympic lifting is classified 

as speed strength, meaning the speed of muscle contraction or strength exhibited with speed. 

Bodybuilding is seen as muscle hypertrophy, a scientific term for the growth and increase in the 

size of muscle cells
4
.  

 

 Although I am not opposed to Olympic lifting, many strength coaches believe that the only 

way to lift explosively is through Olympic lifting. When performed with sound technique, 

Olympic lifts are great for building explosive power. Many elite athletes efficiently use Olympic 

lifts. There is no doubt that strong man training will be implemented into my strength and 

conditioning program. To me it’s like game day every time you make your athletes do it. It puts 

pressure on the players and forces them into truly competitive situations, more than weight room 

sessions and scripted workouts ever could. It allows athletes to compete against each other as 

individuals or be divided into team. Relay events in such events as tire flipping are very 

competitive and are a lot of fun. The, relays can be varied of events, distances, and time. Variety is 

great and helps prevent athletes from becoming mentally stale. Another reason I would use this 

method of training for football because the physical benefits are beyond reason. To me it is the 
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best way to train for football. Multi joint movements in conventional lifting are great, but how 

often will an opponent stand still? Will his weight shift? A keg filled with sand shifts nicely. 

Functional training is a considered a buzzword with the strength and fitness community. What 

strength training system is more functional for a combative sport such as football than being able 

to move fast with heavy weight, to me this is true functional training for football. Its irregular 

lifting, which makes I closer to football movements that ordinary weight training. It makes the 

body perform when it’s not in a perfect line, so tendons and joints get stronger, and just like 

football; a player is forced to use their whole body. Although strong man training may not be ideal 

for particular sports such as track and field, soccer, cross country etc. It is great for sports like 

football.  

 

 Conventional exercises are a very important component for any strength and conditioning 

program. They focus on smaller muscle groups to make sure there is maintained balance in the 

musculature, so it can limit injuries and increase performance
4
. Although full body movements are 

very functional and focus mainly on major muscle groups a lot of strength and conditioning 

coaches shy away from conventional exercises, because they believe the movements are to fixed 

this does not benefit the athlete. I definitely disagree because I believe conventional exercises are 

beneficial. In terms of maintaining the right body composition they are probably the most 

important exercises. Also implementing conventional exercise will help strengthen and protect 

certain areas of the body that are prone to injury in particular sports. For example in football the 

shoulder, knee, neck and back are prone to injury due to the nature of the game. In regards to the 

back when we are in a standing position, any force we exert with the upper body must be 
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transmitted through the back to the legs and the ground
4
. The back muscles at a great mechanical 

disadvantage and must generate forces much greater than the weight of an object lifted. For these 

reasons the back is vulnerable to injury. Back injury can be extremely debilitating persistent, and 

difficult to remedy. This is why it is important for any strength and conditioning program to avoid 

injury to the back during lifting. It has been observed that 85% to 90% of all intervertebral disk 

herniations occur at the disk between the lower two lumbar vertebrae (L4 and L5) or between the 

lowest lumbar and the top sacral vertebra (L5 and S1)
5
.  

 

 The shoulder is particularly prone to injury during weight training. This is why 

conventional exercises are so important. This happens due to the structure and the forces to which 

the shoulder is subjected to during lifting (Glenoid cavity of the shoulder) which holds the head of 

the humerus is not a true socket and is significantly less stable
6
. The shoulder also has the greatest 

range of motion of all the joints of human body. Stability of the shoulder largely depends on the 

glenoid labrum, the joint synovium, and capsules, ligaments, muscles’, tendons, and bursae. The 

rotator cuff muscles (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis and teres minor) and the pectorals 

are particularly instrumental in keeping the ball of the humerus in place
7
.  By performing exercise 

such as lateral raises, front raises, bent raises, upright rows, shrugs, four way neck etc., it helps 

protect these areas. 

 

 The knee is prone to injury because of its location between two long levers (the upper and 

lower leg)
8
. It does not take a great amount of torque about the knee in the frontal plane to cause 

serious damage. For example when a football player is hit at midleg from the side while his foot is 
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planted firmly on the ground, is when frontal-plane torque on the knee occurs. This is why single 

leg movements such as Bulgarian squats, pistol squats, lunges, step-ups and single leg jumps 

should be incorporated in a program to help stabilize the knee, especially the patella tendon. The 

patella’s main function is to hold the quadriceps tendon away from the knee axis, thereby 

increasing the moment arm of the quadriceps group and its mechanical advantage
9
. It is very 

important to realize that high forces encountered by the patellar tendon during lifting can lead to 

tendonitis, which is swelling and tenderness.  

 

 The number one goal of any strength and conditioning program should be injury 

prevention. Injury prevention is related to every aspect of strength training. Injury prevention and 

flexibility go hand in hand. There are specific exercises that can be prescribed for certain areas of 

the body that focus more on, ligaments and tendons, or smaller muscle groups that conventional 

exercise do not specifically target. For example the rotator cuff, ac joint, scapula, anterior cruciate 

ligament (ACL), medial tibial, rectors etc. Flexibility is also a major component of injury 

prevention. The more flexible an athlete is the less prone they are to injury
10

. When an athlete can 

take a joint through a full range of motion without any restriction ligaments, tendons and smaller 

muscle groups are less stressed. One of the most important components injury prevention which is 

overlook is psychological factors. Athletes need to be psychologically prepared for practices and 

competition in order to reduce the risk of injury. Research has demonstrated a positive relationship 

between stressful life situations, especially those with high negative stress, and injury occurrence. 

In understanding the stress-injury relationship (Nideffer 1983) points out that muscle tension 

increases in response to stress. Increased tensions in the antagonist and agonist muscle groups 
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results in reduced flexibility and loss of motor coordination. Increased muscular tension also slows 

reaction time, which reduces the athlete’s ability to respond. Mental as well as physical fatigue can 

contribute to injury occurrence.  The role of attention focus and muscular tension can be a major 

problem. Fear or worry about an injury can cause stress and increased muscular tension. 

Preliminary studies have hardiness (commitment, control, and challenge) of the athletes as a 

moderating factor in the stress injury relationship. Athletes who exhibit greater qualities of this 

trait may be better able to control the attention processing of information and in turn reduce the 

potential for occurrence for an injury. As strength and conditioning coach it is important for the 

coach to know each and every athlete as an individual. Each athlete is different in multiple ways, 

as a strength coach you need to be able to adapt to each athlete so that you can have a positive 

impact in their life.  

 

 Lastly and one of the most important things this class has taught when designing strength 

and conditioning program is training variation: periodization. As strength coach once you 

understand exercise prescription, injury prevention, training methods, sequence and program 

design and have a set philosophy that you believe in peridozation puts it all together. The purpose 

of periodization is to promote long-term training and performance improvements by including 

variations in training specificity, intensity, and volume organized in planned periods or cycles 

within an overall program. The concept of periodization was proposed in the 1960s by Russian 

physiologist Leo Matveyev. A periodized training year can be divided into smaller blocks if time, 

each with its own goal and priorities. This overall schedule including general conditioning, sport 

specific activities, and resistance training. It is important to understand the responses to training 
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stress, which is the manner in which the human body reacts to stress has been described by 

Canadian biologist and endocrinologist Hans Selye as the General Adaptation Syndrome (GAS). 

GAS concept is a three stage response to stress, alarm, resistance and exhaustion. The first 

response alarm phase may last several days or several weeks, during which the athlete may 

experience excessive soreness, stiffness and a temporary drop in performance, Next is the 

resistance phase one in which the body adapts to the stimulus and returns to more normal 

functioning. In this phase the body is able to demonstrate its ability to withstand the stress, an 

attribute that may continue for an extended period, depending on the health and training status if 

the athlete. Lastly the exhaustion phase is reached. Some of the same symptoms experienced 

during the alarm phase reappear, and the athlete loses the ability to adapt to the stressor which 

results in overtraining. Being a strength coach it is very important to be able to recognize each step 

in the GAS concept. As a strength coach you really need to put your ego aside and do what’s best 

for the athletes.  
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 The traditional periodization model partitions the overall program into specific time 

periods. The largest division is a macro cycle, which typically constitutes an entire training year 

but may also be a period of many months. Within the macro cycle are two or more meso cycles, 

each lasting several weeks to several months. The number depends on the goals of the athlete and 

if applicable the of sport completions contained within the period. Each meso cycle is divided into 

two or more micro cycles that are typically 1 week long but could last up to four weeks, depending 

on the program. This short cycle focuses on daily and weekly training variations. Every single 

period is crucial for the athlete because you have to physically develop them while not overtraining 

them so that injuries do not occur.  

 

 Being a former student-athlete and professional athlete I always maintained a close and 

respectable relationship with my strength and conditioning coach. Being a strength coach is truly 

one of the grateful forms of coaching. The majority of my time in this profession will be focused 

on building young men’s physical ability and character, there is no greater reward. I take great 

pride and honor in doing my job and am truly blessed to be in the position I am in. Although the 

profession can be extremely stressful, the challenge of it is very addicting. My main focus will be 

to work with football athletes at the collegiate level. A high percentage of these athletes come from 

broken homes and have lived below poverty line their entire life. To take a young man and to have 

the ability to mentor him and basically mold him is truly an honor. I will always be tough on my 

athletes and will show very little mercy in regards to training. However, I will earn their respect 

and they will know I will always have their best interest at hand and if they ever need anything my 
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door will always be open. When a strength coach can build this type of relationship with the 

athlete it builds trust and makes the job much easier.  
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Assignment used to draft Seminar Paper 1: Strength and Conditioning 

Simulation Exercise 

Class: ESS 5366 - Program design in Strength and Conditioning 
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Pre-season 
       

 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Practice 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Weight Room 0 0.75 0.75 0 0.75 0.75 0 

Conditioning 0 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0 

Agility 0 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0 

Plyos 0 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0 

         

 
 

       

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        In-Season 
       

 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Practice 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 

Weight Room 0.65 0 0.65 0.65 0 0 0 

Conditioning 0 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0 0 

Agility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Plyos 0 0 
 

0 0 0 0 
 

        

 
 

       

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

0 
0.2 
0.4 
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0.8 

1 
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Pre-Season Microcycle  
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Plyos 
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Conditioning 

Weight Room 

Practice 

In-Season Microcyle 
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        Bowl Season  
       

        Practice 
       weight Room 
       Conditioning Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Agility 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 

Plyos 0 0.65 0 0.65 0 0.65 0 

 
0 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0 0 

 

 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

      

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        Off-Season 
       

        Practice 
       Weight Room 
       Conditioning Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Agility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Plyos 0 0.75 0.75 0 0.75 0.75 0 

 
0 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0 

 

 
 

0 0.15 0.15 0 0.15 0.15 0 

 
0 0.15 0.15 0 0.15 0.15 0 

        

        

0 
0.5 

1 
1.5 

2 
2.5 

3 
3.5 

Plyos 

Agility 
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Total 
Pre/In/Bowl/Off 
Season 
Macrocycle 

           
Week 

Total 
Volume Intensity 

         1 280 280 

 

2 297.5 300 

3 315 320 

4 260.4 340 

5 266 350 

6 266 350 

7 274.4 360 

8 112 280 

9 88 240 

10 0 0 

11 94.5 250 

12 100.8 270 

13 75.6 250 
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14 81 270 

15 86.4 280 

16 91.8 300 

17 45 270 

18 48 280 

19 51 300 
         20 54 320 
         21 216 280 
         22 229.5 300 
         23 243 320 
         24 0 0 
         25 216 280 
         26 262.5 270 
         27 280 280 
         28 297.5 300 
         29 243.6 310 
         30 252 320 
         31 256 350 
         32 205.8 370 
         33 160.5 270 
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Pre-
Season 
Mesocycle  

           
weeks 

Total 
Volume Intensity 

 

1 280 280 

2 297.5 300 

3 315 320 

4 260.4 340 

5 266 350 

6 266 350 

7 274.4 360 

8 112 280 

   In-Season 
Mesocycle 
(Sept-
Nov) 

           1 88 240 
 

        2 0 0 

 

3 94.5 250 

4 100.8 270 

5 75.6 250 

6 81 270 

7 86.4 280 

8 91.8 300 

9 45 270 

10 48 280 

11 51 300 

12 54 320 

            Bowl-
Season 
Mesocycle 
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(Dec-Jan) 

1 216 280 

2 229.5 300 

3 243 320 

4 0 0 

5 216 280 

   

   

   

   

   Off-
Season 
Mesocycle 
(Jan-
March) 

  

 

1 262.5 270 

2 280 280 

3 297.5 300 

4 243.6 310 

5 252 320 

6 256 350 

7 205.8 370 

8 160.5 270 
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In-Season Mesocycle 

 

 The main goal of in-season is to try and keep strength and power gains while eliminating 

high volume. I used a technique called peaks and valleys. I did this because psychologically the 

athlete will feel well rested and will also feel like they are gaining more strength in season. We 

will be training 3 days a week in-season from September through end of October, which will give 

a total of 7 weeks. Week two in September is a bi-week which he will have off. By the time 

November reaches I dropped the in-season program to two times a week. Main reason for doing 

this was to give the body more rest so that he won’t burn out. Also being a starting right tackle 

your body gets beat up. In season the repetitions and volume stay relatively low, I did this because 

I want the athlete to maintain explosive power. For example on back squat/bench press when we 

get into repetitions of two I want Mickey to pause in the bottom position for 3 seconds and then 

explode up. In season I also stayed away from overhead movements. Mickey has a history of right 

shoulder injury which is his lead punching hand. That was the pain reason from staying away from 

overhead movements; also I did not want to cause any extra stress to the area.   

In-Season Calculations 

Week Days 

Core 

Lifts Sets Reps %RM Volume 

Total 

Volume Intensity 

 In-Season 

         Total BD 1 2 3 3 5 0.65 58.5 

   Olymp/Upper 1 1 3 3 5 0.65 29.25 88 240 

 "OFF" W2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  Total BD 3 2 3 3 5 0.7 63 

   Olymp/Upper 3 1 3 3 5 0.7 31.5 94.5 250 

 Total BD 4 2 3 3 5 0.75 67.5 

   Olymp/Upper 4 1 3 3 5 0.75 33.75 100.8 270 

 Total BD 5 2 3 4 3 0.7 50.4 
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Olymp/Upper 5 1 3 4 3 0.7 25.2 75.6 250 

 Total BD 6 2 3 4 3 0.75 54 

   Olymp-Upper 6 1 3 4 3 0.75 27 81 270 

 Total BD 7 2 3 4 3 0.8 57.6 

   Olymp-Upper 7 1 3 4 3 0.8 28.8 86.4 280 

 Total BD 8 2 3 4 3 0.85 61.2 

   Olymp-Upper 8 1 3 4 3 0.85 30.6 91.8 300 

 Total BD 9 1 3 5 2 0.75 22.5 

   Olymp-Upper 9 1 3 5 2 0.75 22.5 45 270 

 Total BD 10 1 3 5 2 0.8 24 

   Olymp-Upper 

10 1 3 5 2 0.8 24 48 280 

 Total BD 11 1 3 5 2 0.85 25.5 

   Olymp-Upper 

11 1 3 5 2 0.85 25.5 51 300 

 Total BD 12 1 3 5 2 0.9 27 

   Olmp-Upper 12 1 3 5 2 0.9 27 54 320 

  

In-Season Graph 
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In-Season Lifting Program 
 

 

September 

Tuesday (Total-Body) 

Power Clean High Pull X3 X3 X3 

T-Bar Power Pull X3 X3 n/a 

Speed Front Squat X5 X5 X5 

Bench Press X5 X5 X5 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 

Inverted Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 

BB Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Press X5 X5 X5 

T-Bar RDL X5 X5 X5 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a 

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a 
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Wednesday (Olympic/Upper-Body) 

Hang Clean High Pull X3 X3 X3 

Hang Clean Pull X3 X3 n/a 

Incline Bench X5 X5 X5 

Pull Up (NG) X5 X5 X5 

Inverted Row (NG) X5 X5 X5 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 

DB Upright Row X5 X5 X5 

DB Lateral Raise X5 X5 X5 

DB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 

DB Front Press X5 X5 X5 

 
 
Sunday (Total-Body) 

Super Series X10 X10 n/a 

DB Sit Up X25 X25 n/a 

Back Squat X5 X5 X5 

Incline Bench X5 X5 X5 

T/Face Pull X5 X5 X5 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 

Inverted Row X5 X5 X5 

BB Row (OHG) X5 X5 X5 

Hyper X10 X10 n/a 

Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a 

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a 

 
 
 
 

October 
 

Tuesday (Total-Body) 

Power Clean High Pull X3 X3 X3 n/a 

T-Bar Power Pull X3 X3 n/a n/a 

Speed Front Squat X3 X3 X3 X3 

Bench Press X3 X3 X3 X3 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 X5 

Inverted Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Press X5 X5 X5 X5 

T-Bar RDL X3 X3 X3 X3 
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PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a n/a 

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a n/a 

 
 
 
Wednesday Olympic/(Upper-Body) 

Hang Clean High Pull X3 X3 X3 n/a 

Hang Clean Pull X3 X3 n/a n/a 

Incline Bench X3 X3 X3 X3 

Pull Up (NG) X5 X5 X5 X5 

Inverted Row (NG) X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Upright Row X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Lateral Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Front Press X5 X5 X5 X5 

 
 
 
Sunday (Total-Body) 

Super Series X10 X10 n/a n/a 

DB Sit Up X25 X25 n/a n/a 

Back Squat X3 X3 X3 X3 

Incline Bench X3 X3 X3 X3 

T/Face Pull X5 X5 X5 X5 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 X5 

Inverted Row X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Row (OHG) X5 X5 X5 X5 

Hyper X10 X10 n/a n/a 

Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a n/a 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a n/a 

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a n/a 

 
November 

 
Tuesday (Total-Body) 

Power Clean High Pull X3 X3 X3 n/a n/a 

Speed Front Squat X2 X2 X2 X2 X2 

Bench Press X2 X2 X2 X2 X2 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

Inverted Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

BB Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

BB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

BB Front Press X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 
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Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

Straight Leg Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

 
 
Sunday (Total-Body) 

Super Series X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

Hang Clean High Pull X3 X3 X3 n/a n/a 

Back Squat X2 X2 X2 X2 X2 

Incline Bench X2 X2 X2 X2 X2 

T/Face Pull X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

Inverted Row X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 X5 n/a 

Hyper X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a n/a n/a 

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 
 

 
In-Season Percentages/Repetitions 

 
September  
 
Tuesday (Total-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Power Clean High Pull 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 3/0/3/3 

T-Bar Power Pull 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 3/0/3/3 

Speed Front Squat 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 5/0/5/5 

Bench Press 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 5/0/5/5 

 
Thursday (Olympic/Upper-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Hang Clean High Pull 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 3/0/3/3 

Hang Clean Pull 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 3/0/3/3 

Incline Bench 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 5/0/5/5 

 
 
Sunday (Total-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Back Squat 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 3/0/3/3 

Incline Bench Press 1/OFF/3/4 65/0/70/75 3/0/3/3 
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October 
 
Tuesday (Total-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Power Clean High Pull 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

T-Bar Power Pull 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

Speed Front Squat 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

Bench Press 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

 
Thursday (Olympic/Upper-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Hang Clean High Pull 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

Hang Clean Pull 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

Incline Bench 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

 
 
Sunday (Total-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Back Squat 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

Incline Bench Press 1/2/3/4 70/75/80/85 3/3/3/3 

 
November 
 
Tuesday (Total-Upper) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Power Clean High Pull 1/2/3/4 75/80/85/90 3/3/3/3 

Speed Front Squat 1/2/3/4 75/80/85/90 2/2/2/2 

Bench Press 1/2/3/4 75/80/85/90 2/2/2/2 

 
 
Sunday (Total-Upper) 

Lift Weeks 1-4 Percentages Repetition’s 

Hang Clean High Pull 1/2/3/4 75/80/85/90 3/3/3/3 

Back Squat 1/2/3/4 75/80/85/90 2/2/2/2 

Incline Bench 1/2/3/4 75/80/85/90 2/2/2/2 
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Monday (Lower-Body/ Olympic Lifting) 

Power Clean X4 X4 X4   

T-Bar Power Pull X4 X4 X4   

Back Squat 
(superset with Box 
Jump) 

X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Box Jump X5 X5 X5 X5  

Bulgarian Squat X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

T-Bar RDL X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Weighted Glut-Ham X8 X8 X8   

Reverse Hyper X8 X8 X8   

Manual 4-Way Neck X8 X8    

Ankle Flexion Sand 
Bucket 

X30 (back 
& forth) 

X30 (side 
to side) 

   

 
 
 
 
Tuesday (Upper-Body) 

Bench Press X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Close Grip Bench X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

NG DB Incline X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Rapid Med Ball Punch X8 X8 X8   

T-Bar Military Press X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 5 

 BB Row (RG)  X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Towel Pull Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BW Skull Crush X8 X8 X8   

Bumper Plate Grip 
Walk 

x x x   
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Off-Season Mesocycle 

 

The goal of the off season is to increase strength and power output and have less emphasis on 

conditioning. With Mickey I will also focus a lot more on flexibility. We will do a 4-day split 

routine and condition only 4 times a week. On Wednesday I will have Mickey doing hurdle work 

for mobility and static stretching. Just as pre-season we will be focusing on building shoulder 

stability and a strong posterior chain. Spring football is a lot calmer than pre season camp and the 

demand for conditioning is a lot less. In the off season I also de-load the last week of training so 

that Mickey will feel well rested going into spring ball.  

 

Off-Season Calculations 

Week Days 

Core 

Lifts Sets Reps %RM Volume 

Total 

Volume Intensity 

Off-Season 

        Lower 1 2 4 5 5 0.75 150 

  Upper 1 2 3 5 5 0.75 112.5 262.5 270 

Lower 2 2 4 5 5 0.8 160 

  Upper 2 2 3 5 5 0.8 120 280 280 

Lower 3 2 4 5 5 0.85 170 

  Upper 3 2 3 5 5 0.85 127.5 297.5 300 

Lower 4 2 4 5 4 0.87 139.2 

  Upper 4 2 3 5 4 0.87 104.4 243.6 310 

Lower 5 2 4 5 4 0.9 144 

  Upper 5 2 3 5 4 0.9 108 252 320 

Lower 6 2 4 5 4 0.95 152 

  Upper 6 2 3 5 4 0.95 114 256 350 

Lower 7 2 4 5 3 0.98 117.6 

  Upper 7 2 3 5 3 0.98 88.2 205.8 370 

Lower 8 2 4 5 3 0.75 90 

  Upper 8 2 3 5 3 0.75 67.5 160.5 270 
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Off-Season Graph 
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Off-Season LIFTING/CONDITIONING PROGRAM 
 
 
 
Monday (Lower-Body/Olympic Lifting) 

Power Clean X5 X5 X5 X5  

Power Pull X5 X5 X5 X5  

Olympic Squat (superset 
Band VJ) 

X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Resisted VJ Band X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Box Step/High Knee X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB RDL X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Glut-Ham X10 X10 X10   

Reverse Hyper X10 X10 X10   

Groin Squeezers  X10 X10 X10   

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 X10    

Towel Ankle Flexion X20 X20    

Tuesday (Upper-Body) 

Incline Bench X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Close Grip Incline X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Bench Stability X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Row (OHG) X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Standing BB Military X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Upright Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Stability Lateral Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Stability Front Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Rice Buckets 60sec (Digs) 60sec (Flicks) 60sec (T-Digs)   

Thursday (Lower-Body/ Olympic) 

Power Snatch/High 
Pull 

X5 X5 X5   

Power Snatch Pull X5 X5 X5   

Front Squat (superset 
RBJ) 

X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Resisted Broad Jump X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Bulgarian Squat X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 X10   

Weighted Hip Bridge X10 X10 X10   

PB Hip Bridge X10 X10 X10   

Groin Squeezers  X10 X10 X10   

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 X10    

Ankle Flexion X20 X20    

Friday (Upper-Body) 

Bench Press X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 
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Close Grip Bench X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Incline Stability X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Standing DB Military X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Upright Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

3-Way Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Band Push Down X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Fireman Walk (TG) 1 Lap 1Lap 1 Lap   

Off-Season Percentages/ Rep Ranges 
 
Monday (Lower-Body/ Olympic lifting) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Power Clean 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Power Pull 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Olympic Squat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

BB Box Step 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

 
 
Tuesday (Upper-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Bench Press 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Close Grip Incline 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Standing BB Military 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

 
 
Thursday (Lower-Body/ Olympic lifting) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Power Snatch High Pull 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Power Snatch Pull 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Front Squat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Bulgarian Squat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/95/98/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

 
 
 
Friday (Upper-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Bench Press 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/90/95/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 

Close Grip Bench 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 75/80/85/87/90/90/95/75 5/5/5/4/4/4/3/3 
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Dynamic Warm up Lower-Body Days 

 
Monday/ Thursday (Before Lifting) 
 
Hurdle Series (Low) 
- Forward/RT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-Backward/LT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-Forward/RT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-Backward/LT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-RT Leg Lead/ High Knee 
-LT Leg Lead/High Knee 
-Lateral RT 
-Lateral LT 
 
Dynamic Warm Up 
-Body Weight Squat x5 
-RT/LT Lunge x5/x5 
-Body Weight Sumo Squat x5 
-Lateral Sumo Lunge x5 
-High Knee Pull x5 
-Quad Pull x5 
-Ankle Pull x5 
-Toy Soldier x5 
 
Monday (ABS/Core/Injury Prevention) 

Front Plank 60sec 60sec 

Superman’s X10 n/a 

McKenzie Press X10 n/a 

 
 
Thursday (ABS/Core/Injury Prevention) 

Rocky Sit Up X25 X25 

Superman’s X10 n/a 

McKenzie Press X10 n/a 
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Dynamic Warm up Upper-Body Days 

 
Tuesday/Friday (Before Lifting) 
 
Dynamic Warm Up 
-Arm Circles x5 (Forward & Backwards) 
-Criss Cross Arm Swings x5 
-Trunk Twist x5 
-LT/RT Arm across 6sec 
-LT/RT Elbow Pull 6sec 
 
Pre-Hab/Injury Prevention  
RTC Series 
-Front Raise x5 
-Scarecrow x5 
-Wipers x5 
-Standing In and Out x5 
-Side In and out x5 
-V-Raise x5 
Band Pull A- parts 
-Overhand Grip 2 x 8 
-Underhand Grip 2 x 8 
 
 
Tuesday (ABS/CORE) 

DB Sit Up X25 X25 

Side Plank 60sec 60sec 

 
Friday (ABS/Core) 

Med-Ball Russian Twist X25 X25 

Side Plank 60sec 60sec 
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Off-Season Speed & Conditioning  

 
Week 1 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Push 50yd-90lb 
 Reps= 4 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 200 Yards 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 7 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Agility Stations 
-4-Corners +3 
-Wave Drill +3 
-Hoops +3 
Total Yards= 745 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints 
-Sprints 2 x 5 
-Shuffle 1 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Carioca 1 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Kick Slide 60’s & 90’s 1 x 5  
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Strong Man Circuit 
Reps 1 x 2 
-10yd Board Push  
-40yd Rotational Rope Pull (90lb) 
-15yd Sled Push 
-100lb Med-Ball Explosive Punch Over’s 
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-15yd Fireman Walk  
-15yd Backwards Iron Sled Walk 
-10yd 300lb Tire Flip 
Total Yards= 210 
Week 2 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Push 50yd-90lb 
 Reps= 5 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 250 Yards 
 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 9 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Agility Stations 
-4-Corners +3 
-Wave Drill +3 
-Hoops +3 
Total Yards= 945 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill  
-Sprints 3 x 5 
-Shuffle 2 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Carioca 2 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Kick Slide 60’s & 90’s 2 x 5  
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Strong Man Circuit 
Reps 1 x 2 
-10yd Board Push  
-40yd Rotational Rope Pull (115lb) 
-15yd Sled Push (90lb) 
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-100lb Med-Ball Explosive Punch Over’s 
-15yd Fireman Walk  
-15yd Backwards Iron Sled Walk 
-10yd 300lb Tire Flip 
Total Yards= 210 
 
 
Week 3 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Push 50yd-115lb 
 Reps= 6 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 300 Yards 
 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 11 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Agility Stations 
-4-Corners +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Hoops +4 
Total Yards= 1180 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints- With 15lb Vest 
-Sprints 4 x 5  
-Shuffle 2 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Carioca 2 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Kick Slide 60’s & 90’s 1 x 5  
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Strong Man Circuit 
Reps 1 x 3 
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-10yd Board Push  
-40yd Rotational Rope Pull (115lb) 
-15yd Sled Push 
-100lb Med-Ball Explosive Punch Over’s 
-15yd Fireman Walk  
-15yd Backwards Iron Sled Walk 
-10yd 300lb Tire Flip 
Total Yards= 210 
Week 4 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Push 50yd-115lb 
 Reps= 7 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 350 Yards 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 13 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Agility Stations 
-4-Corners +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Hoops +4 
Total Yards= 1380 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints- With 15lb Vest 
-Sprints 5 x 5  
-Shuffle 3 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Carioca 3 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Kick Slide 60’s & 90’s 2 x 5  
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
General Conditioning/Agility/Footwork 
Full Gassers 
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-Reps= 4 
-Rest= 2min/ Total yards= 800 yards 
Agility 
-Pro Agility +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Bag Drill +4 
Total Yards= 120 yards 
Line Hops 
-Back & Forth (dbl, RT, lt)/Scissors/Lateral (dbl, rt, lt)/Lateral Criss Cross/4 Corners 
Reps= 1 x 2 for each drill/Time-15sec “on” 15sec “off” 
 Week 5 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Sprints 
 Reps= 2 x 8 @ 5sec sprints 
Rest= 25sec 
Total Yards= n/a 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 15 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Agility Stations 
-4-Corners +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Hoops +4 
Total Yards= 1580 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints- With 15lb Vest 
-Sprints 6 x 5  
-Shuffle 3 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Carioca 3 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Kick Slide 60’s & 90’s 3 x 5  
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
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General Conditioning/Agility/Footwork 
Full Gassers 
-Reps= 5 
-Rest= 2min/ Total yards= 900 yards 
Agility 
-Pro Agility +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Bag Drill +4 
Total Yards= 120 yards 
Line Hops 
-Back & Forth (dbl, RT, lt)/Scissors/Lateral (dbl, rt, lt)/Lateral Criss Cross/4 Corners 
Reps= 1 x 2 for each drill/Time-15sec “on” 15sec “off” 
Week 6 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Sprints (90lb) 
 Reps= 2 x 8 @ 5sec sprints 
Rest= 25sec 
Total Yards= n/a 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 17 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Agility Stations 
-4-Corners +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Hoops +4 
Total Yards= 1780 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints- With 20lb Vest 
-Sprints 6 x 5  
-Shuffle 3 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Carioca 3 x 5 (Each Way) 
-Kick Slide 60’s & 90’s 3 x 5  
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Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
General Conditioning/Agility/Footwork 
Full Gassers 
-Reps= 6 
-Rest= 2min/ Total yards= 1200 yards 
Agility 
-Pro Agility +4 
-Wave Drill +4 
-Bag Drill +4 
Total Yards= 120 yards 
Line Hops 
-Back & Forth (dbl, RT, lt)/Scissors/Lateral (dbl, rt, lt)/Lateral Criss Cross/4 Corners 
Reps= 1 x 2 for each drill/Time-15sec “on” 15sec “off” 
Week 7 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Wooden Sled Sprints (90lb) 
 Reps= 2 x 8 @ 5sec sprints 
Rest= 25sec 
Total Yards= n/a 
 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 18 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Total Yards= 1800 Yards 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints- With 20lb Vest 
-Sprints 7 x 5  
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
General Conditioning 
Full Gassers 
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-Reps= 7 
-Rest= 2min/ Total yards= 1400 yards 
 
 
 
 
Week 8 
 
Monday 
Dynamic Warm Up/ Static Stretch 
Hurdle Series (Low/High) 
-Over/Under Forward 
-Over/Under Lateral 
-Over /Under Backwards 
-Double Leg Swings 
-Single Leg Swings 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100 Yard Sprints 
Big 19sec 
Middle 17sec 
Skill 16 sec 
Reps= 9 
Rest= 45sec 
2 Min Break 
Total Yards= 900 
 
Wednesday (Dynamic Stretch/Static Stretch) 
Hurdle Series (Low & High) 
-Forward RT/LT 
-Backward RT/LT 
-Lateral RT/LT 
-High Leg Swing RT/LT & DBL 
-Duck Under 
Partner Stretch 
-Middle/RT/LT (15sec hold) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec hold) 
-Hip Rotation (5 rotations) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hurdle Series (High) 
-Duck Under Forward 
-Duck Under Lateral (Left & Right) 
-Duck Under Backward 
-Double Leg Swings 
-Single Leg Swings 
 
Friday 
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
General Conditioning 
Full Gassers 
-Reps= 4 
-Rest= 2min/ Total yards= 800 yards 
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Total Yards for 8 Weeks= 17500 Yards 
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PRE-SEASON LIFTING/CONDITIONING PROGRAM 
 
 
Monday (Lower-Body/ Olympic Lifting) 

Power Clean X4 X4 X4   

T-Bar Power Pull X4 X4 X4   

Back Squat 
(superset with Box 
Jump) 

X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Box Jump X5 X5 X5 X5  

Bulgarian Squat X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

T-Bar RDL X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Weighted Glut-Ham X8 X8 X8   

Reverse Hyper X8 X8 X8   

Manual 4-Way Neck X8 X8    

Ankle Flexion Sand 
Bucket 

X30 (back 
& forth) 

X30 (side 
to side) 

   

 
 
 
 
Tuesday (Upper-Body) 

Bench Press X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Close Grip Bench X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

NG DB Incline X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Rapid Med Ball Punch X8 X8 X8   

T-Bar Military Press X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 5 

 BB Row (RG)  X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Towel Pull Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

BW Skull Crush X8 X8 X8   

Bumper Plate Grip 
Walk 

x x x   

 
 
 
 
Wednesday (Sprints/Agility/Rotational Power) Refer Pre-Season Conditioning 
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Thursday (Lower-Body/Olympic Lifting) 

Hang Clean X4 X4 X4   

Hang Clean Pull X4 X4 X4   

Front Squat (superset 
with Single Leg Box 
Jump) 

X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Single Leg Box Jump X3 (LT Leg) X3 (RT Leg) X3 (LT Leg) X3 (RT Leg) n/a 

BB Reverse Lunge X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

PB Leg Curl X8 X8 X8   

Single Leg Hip Bridge X8 X8 X8   

Straight Single Leg HB X8 X8 X8   

Manual 4-Way Neck X8 X8    

Ankle Flexion Sand 
Bucket 

X30 
(Clockwise) 

X30 
(Counter 
Clockwise) 

   

 
 
Friday (Upper-Body) 

Incline Bench Press X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Push Up Clap X5 X5 X5   

NG DB Bench X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Explosive Med Ball 
Punch 

X8 X8 X8   

Fat Bar BB Military X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

DB Upright Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

3-Way Raise X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Fat Grip BB Row (OHG) X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

1 Arm BB Row X5 X5 X5 X5 X5 

Single Arm Bumper 
Plate Walk 

x x x   
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Pre-Season Percentages/ Rep Ranges 
 
Monday (Lower-Body/ Olympic Lifting) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Power Clean 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

T-Bar Power Pull 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Back Squat Squat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Bulgarian Squat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

 
 
Tuesday (Upper-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Bench Press 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Close Grip Bench 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

T-Bar Military Press 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

 
 
Thursday (Lower-Body/ Olympic Lifting) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Hang Clean 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Hang Clean Pull 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Front Squat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

BB Reverse Lunge 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

 
 
 
Friday (Upper-Body) 

Lift Weeks 1-8 Percentages Repetition’s 

Incline Bench 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Close Grip Incline Bench 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 

Fat Bar BB Military 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 80/85/90/93/95/95/98/80 5/5/5/4/4/4/2/2 
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Dynamic Warm up Lower-Body Days 
 
Monday/ Thursday (Before Lifting) 
 
Hurdle Series (Low) 
- Forward/RT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-Backward/LT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-Forward/RT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-Backward/LT Leg Lead 2 hole 
-RT Leg Lead/ High Knee 
-LT Leg Lead/High Knee 
-Lateral RT 
-Lateral LT 
 
Dynamic Warm Up 
-Body Weight Squat x5 
-RT/LT Lunge x5/x5 
-Body Weight Sumo Squat x5 
-Lateral Sumo Lunge x5 
-High Knee Pull x5 
-Quad Pull x5 
-Ankle Pull x5 
-Toy Soldier x5 
 
Monday (ABS/Core/Injury Prevention) 

Front Plank 60sec 60sec 

Superman’s X10 n/a 

McKenzie Press X10 n/a 

 
 
Thursday (ABS/Core/Injury Prevention) 

Reverse Crunch X25 X25 

Superman’s X10 n/a 

McKenzie Press X10 n/a 
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Dynamic Warm up Upper-Body Days 
 
Tuesday/Friday (Before Lifting) 
 
Dynamic Warm Up 
-Arm Circles x5 (Forward & Backwards) 
-Criss Cross Arm Swings x5 
-Trunk Twist x5 
-LT/RT Arm across 6sec 
-LT/RT Elbow Pull 6sec 
 
Pre-Hab/Injury Prevention  
RTC Series 
-Front Raise x5 
-Scarecrow x5 
-Wipers x5 
-Standing In and Out x5 
-Side In and out x5 
-V-Raise x5 
Band Pull A- parts 
-Overhand Grip 2 x 8 
-Underhand Grip 2 x 8 
 
 
Tuesday (ABS/CORE) 

Straight Arm Rotational Band 
Core 

X25 X25 

Side Plank 60sec 60sec 

 
Friday (ABS/Core) 

Iron Cross Sit Up X25 X25 

Side Plank 60sec 60sec 
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Pre-Season Speed & Conditioning 
Week 1 

 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Push 50yd (70lb) 
Reps= 5 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 250yd 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 5 (2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +2 
-Bad Shuffle +2 
-Pro Agility +2 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +2  
Total Yards= 1000yd 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Sprints (15lb Vest) 
Reps= 2 x 10 (2min break after set 1) 
Set 1(20/40/60/40/20/60/60/40/20/20) Set 2 (40/60/20/40/40/60/20/60/20/40) 
Rest= 20yd-30sec/40yd-37sec/60yd-45sec 
Total Yards=780yd 
Agility  
-4 Corners +2 
-Wave Drill +2 
-L-Drill +2 
Rotational Power  
-50yd Rope Pull (90lb) +2 
-LT/RT Rope Slams 2 x 15sec (each arm) 
-2 Hand Rope Slams 2 x 15sec (both hands on one rope) 
-LT/RT Rope Slams 2 x 25sec (rope in each hand) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints (15lb Vest) 
-Sprints 3 x 5 
-Shuffle 3 x 5 
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-Kick Step 3 x 5 
Rest=2min after each set 
 
 
 
Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Full Gassers  
Reps= 4 
Rest=2min  
Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +2 
-5 Star Shuffle +2 
-Hour Glass + 2 
Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards= 800yd 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Week 2 
 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Push 50yd (70lb) 
Reps= 6 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 300yd 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 6 (2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +2 
-Bad Shuffle +2 
-Pro Agility +2 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +2  
Total Yards= 1200yd 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Sprints (15lb Vest) 
Reps= 2 x 10 (2min break after set 1) 
Set 1(20/40/60/40/20/60/60/40/20/20) Set 2 (40/60/20/40/40/60/20/60/20/40) 
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Set 3 (60/40/20/20/60/40/40/20/60/40) 
Total Yards= 1180 
Rest= 20yd-30sec/40yd-37sec/60yd-45sec 
Agility  
-4 Corners +2 
-Wave Drill +2 
-L-Drill +2 
Rotational Power  
-50yd Rope Pull (115lb) +2 
-LT/RT Rope Slams 2 x 15sec (each arm) 
-2 Hand Rope Slams 2 x 15sec (both hands on one rope) 
-LT/RT Rope Slams 2 x 25sec (rope in each hand) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints (15lb Vest) 
-Sprints 4 x 5 
-Shuffle 3 x 5 
-Kick Step 3 x 5 
Rest=2min after each set 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Full Gassers  
Reps= 6 
Rest=2min  
Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +2 
-5 Star Shuffle +2 
-Hour Glass + 2 
Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards= 1000yd 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Week 3 
 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Push 50yd (90lb) 
Reps= 7 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 350yd 
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Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 7 (2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +3 
-Bad Shuffle +3 
-Pro Agility +3 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +3 
Total Yards= 1400yd 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Sprints (15lb Vest) 
Reps= 2 x 10 (2min break after set 1) 
Set 1(20/40/60/40/20/60/60/40/20/20)/ Set 2 (40/60/20/40/40/60/20/60/20/40) 
Set 3 (60/40/20/20/60/40/40/20/60/40)/Set 4 (20/60/40/40/20/20/60/40/60/20) 
Rest= 20yd-25sec/40yd-30sec/60yd-40sec 
Total Yards=1560 
Agility  
-4 Corners +3 
-Wave Drill +3 
-L-Drill +3 
 
Rotational Power  
-50yd Rope Pull (125lb) +4 
-LT/RT Rope Slams 2 x 15sec (each arm) 
-2 Hand Rope Slams 2 x 15sec (both hands on one rope) 
-LT/RT Rope Slams 2 x 25sec (rope in each hand) 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints (15lb Vest) 
-Sprints 5 x 5 
-Shuffle 3 x 5 
-Kick Step 3 x 5 
Rest=2min after each set 
 
Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Full Gassers  
Reps= 6 
Rest=2min  
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Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +3 
-5 Star Shuffle +3 
-Hour Glass + 3 
Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards=1200yd 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 
Week 4 
 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Push 50yd (115lb) 
Reps= 8 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 400yd 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 8 (2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +3 
-Bad Shuffle +3 
-Pro Agility +3 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +3 
Total Yards= 1600yd 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Sprints (15lb Vest) 
Rest= (2min break after set 1) 
Set 1(20/40/60/40/20/60/60/40/20/20)/ Set 2 (40/60/20/40/40/60/20/60/20/40) 
Set 3 (60/40/20/20/60/40/40/20/60/40)/Set 4 (20/60/40/40/20/20/60/40/60/20) 
Set 5(40/20/40/40/20/60/60/20/40/60) 
Total Yards=1960 
Rest= 20yd-25sec/40yd-30sec/60yd-40sec 
Agility  
-4 Corners +3 
-Wave Drill +3 
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-L-Drill +3 
Rotational Power  
Med-Ball Slams (20lb) 
-Overhead Slam 2 x 15 
-Overhead Windmill Slam LT/RT 2 x 15 (each way) 
-Rotational Throw LT/RT 2 x 15 (each way) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hill Sprints (15lb Vest) 
-Sprints 6 x 5 
-Shuffle 1 x 5 
-Kick Step 1 x 5 
Rest=2min after each set 
 
 
 
Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Full Gassers  
Reps= 7 
Rest=2min  
Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +3 
-5 Star Shuffle +3 
-Hour Glass + 3 
Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards=1400yd 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Week 5 
 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Sprints (70lb) 
Reps= 2 x 8 (5sec sprint) 
Rest= 25sec (in-between each sprint/1min after 1 set) 
 
Tuesday  
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Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 9 (2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +4 
-Bad Shuffle +4 
-Pro Agility +4 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +4 
Total Yards= 1800yd 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Rotational Power  
Med-Ball Slams (20lb) 
-Overhead Slam 2 x 15 
-Overhead Windmill Slam LT/RT 2 x 15 (each way) 
-Rotational Throw LT/RT 2 x 15 (each way) 
Hurdle Series/Partner Stretch 
-High Leg Swings LT/RT/DBL 
-Duck Under LT/RT 
-Middle/RT/RT (15sec each way) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec) 
-Hip Rotations x 5  
 
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Agility  
-L-Drill +5 
-Pro Agility +5 
-60 Yard Shuttle +5 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-6 Drills (each drill will done twice) 
Sprints 
Rest= (2min break after each set) 
Set 1(20/40/60/40/20/60/60/40/20/20)/ Set 2 (40/60/20/40/40/60/20/60/20/40) 
Set 3 (60/40/20/20/60/40/40/20/60/40)/Set 4 (20/60/40/40/20/20/60/40/60/20) 
Set 5(40/20/40/40/20/60/60/20/40/60) 
Total Yards=1960 
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Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Half Gassers   
Reps= 2 x 5 
Rest=45sec (2min break after each set) 
Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +4 
-5 Star Shuffle +4 
-Hour Glass + 4 
Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards=500yd 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
Week 6 
 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Sprints (90lb) 
Reps= 3 x 8 (5sec sprint) 
Rest= 25sec (in-between each sprint/1min after 1 set) 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 10 (2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +4 
-Bad Shuffle +4 
-Pro Agility +4 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +4 
Total Yards= 2000yd 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Rotational Power  
Med-Ball Slams (20lb) 
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-Overhead Slam 2 x 15 
-Overhead Windmill Slam LT/RT 2 x 15 (each way) 
-Rotational Throw LT/RT 2 x 15 (each way) 
Hurdle Series/Partner Stretch 
-High Leg Swings LT/RT/DBL 
-Duck Under LT/RT 
-Middle/RT/RT (15sec each way) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec) 
-Hip Rotations x 5  
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Agility  
-L-Drill +6 
-Pro Agility +6 
-60 Yard Shuttle +6 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-6 Drills (each drill will done twice) 
Sprints 
Rest= (2min break after each set) 
Set 1(20/40/60/40/20/60/60/40/20/20)/ Set 2 (40/60/20/40/40/60/20/60/20/40) 
Set 3 (60/40/20/20/60/40/40/20/60/40)/Set 4 (20/60/40/40/20/20/60/40/60/20) 
Set 5(40/20/40/40/20/60/60/20/40/60)/Set 6 (60/60/40/40/20/20/60/20/40/20) 
Total Yards= 2340 
 
 Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Half Gassers   
Reps= 2 x 6 
Rest=45sec (2min break after each set) 
Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +4 
-5 Star Shuffle +4 
-Hour Glass + 4 
Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards=600yd 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Week 7 
 
Monday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch  
Wooden Sled Sprints (115lb) 
Reps= 3 x 8 (5sec sprint) 
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Rest= 25sec (in-between each sprint/1min after 1 set) 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 11(2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Agility Work 
-Kick slide/Sprint +4 
-Bad Shuffle +4 
-Pro Agility +4 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-4 drills +4 
Total Yards= 2200yd 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hurdle Series/Partner Stretch 
-High Leg Swings LT/RT/DBL 
-Duck Under LT/RT 
-Middle/RT/RT (15sec each way) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec) 
-Hip Rotations x 5  
 
Thursday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Agility  
-L-Drill +6 
-Pro Agility +6 
-60 Yard Shuttle +6 
Quick Foot Ladder 
-6 Drills (each drill will done twice) 
 
 Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Half Gassers   
Reps= 2 x 7 
Rest=45sec (2min break after each set) 
Agility 
-5 Cone Butter Fly +4 
-5 Star Shuffle +4 
-Hour Glass + 4 
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Quick Foot Line Hop 
-5 Drills +2 (15sec “on”/15sec “off”) 
Total Yards= 700yd 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Week 8 
 
Monday  
“OFF” 
 
Tuesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
100’s 
Reps= 2 x 11(2min break after set 1) 
Rest= 45sec 
Total Yards= 2200yd 
 
Wednesday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Hurdle Series/Partner Stretch 
-High Leg Swings LT/RT/DBL 
-Duck Under LT/RT 
-Middle/RT/RT (15sec each way) 
-RT/LT Hamstring (15sec) 
-Hip Rotations x 5  
 
 
Thursday  
“OFF” 
  
 
Friday  
Dynamic Warm Up/Static Stretch 
Half Gassers   
Reps= 2 x 7 
Rest=45sec (2min break after each set) 
Total Yards= 700yd 
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Bowl Season Mesocycle 

 

After the last game which is November 26
th

, Mickey will have a week break. In beginning of 

December based on bowl placement they will begin training for the bowl game. This will give me 

a total of 4 weeks to train Mickey. On fourth week of December Mickey will have another week 

off. I kept the sets at 3 and the repetition ranges at 5 for all for weeks. Since I really backed off in 

November it would be the perfect time to shock his body given the amount of rest time he has had. 

Also bowl game won’t be played till 1
st
 week of January which gives me enough time to increase 

the intensity without over doing it.    

 

Bowl Season Calculations 

Week Days 

Core 

Lifts Sets Reps %RM Volume 

Total 

Volume Intensity 

Bowl-Season 

        Lower 1 2 5 3 5 0.8 120 

  Upper 1 2 4 3 5 0.8 96 216 280 

Lower 2 2 5 3 5 0.85 127.5 

  Upper 2 2 4 3 5 0.85 102 229.5 300 

Lower 3 2 5 3 5 0.9 135 

  Upper 3 2 4 3 5 0.9 108 243 320 

"OFF" W4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Lower 5 2 5 3 5 0.8 120 

  Upper 5 2 4 3 5 0.8 96 216 280 
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Bowl Season Graph  
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Bowl-Season LIFTING/CONDITIONING 
PROGRAM 

 

 
Monday (Olympic/Lower-Body/Back) 

Power Clean High Pull X5 X5 X5 

Power Pull X5 X5 n/a 

Back Squat X5 X5 X5 

Bulgarian Squat X5 X5 X5 

RDL X5 X5 X5 

Hyper X10 X10 n/a 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 

Chin Up X5 X5 X5 

DB Row X5 X5 X5 

T-Pull/Face Pull  X5 X5 X5 

Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a 

 
Wednesday (Chest/Shoulders) 

Hang Clean High Pull X5 X5 X5 

Hang Clean Pull X5 X5 n/a 

Bench Press X5 X5 X5 

DB Close Grip Incline X5 X5 X5 

Band Push Up X5 X5 X5 

BB Upright Row X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Raise  X5 X5 X5 

BB Front Press X5 X5 X5 

 
Friday (Total-Body) 

Front Squat X5 X5 X5 

Incline Bench Press X5 X5 X5 

DB Close Grip Bench X5 X5 X5 

DB Lateral Raise X5 X5 X5 

DB Front Raise X5 X5 X5 

DB Front Press X5 X5 X5 

Pull Up X5 X5 X5 

NG Pull Up X5 X5 X5 

BB Row (RG) X5 X5 X5 

PB Leg Curl X10 X10 n/a 

Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a 

Straight Leg Hip Bridge X10 X10 n/a 
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Manual 4-Way Neck X10 n/a n/a 

 
 
 
 

Bowl-Season Percentages/Rep Ranges 
 
Monday (Olympic/Lower-Body/Back) 

Lift Week (1-5) Percentages Repetitions 

Power Clean High Pull 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

Power Clean Pull 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

Back Squat 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

Bulgarian Squat 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

 
Tuesday (Olympic/Chest/Shoulders) 

Lift Week (1-5) Percentages Repetitions 

Hang Clean High Pull 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

Hang Clean Pull 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

Bench Press 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

 
Friday (Total-Body) 

Lift Week (1-5) Percentages Repetitions 

Front Squat 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 

Incline Bench Press 1/2/3/4/5 80/85/90/0/80 5/5/5/0/5 
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Analysis of Dysfunctional behavior in student-athletes 

Class: EPCE 5366 - Dysfunctional Behavior 

Instructor: Dr. Perry Collins 

Texas Tech University 

 

By: 

Gurminder Thind 
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 Most collegiate football athletes, who receive full athletic scholarships, have experienced a 

difficult upbringing due to their environment.  Approximately 85% of collegiate football players 

are African American
15 

and 30% of them live below poverty line. Many come from broken homes 

who deal with an abundance of issues that arise later in their career. Football student-athletes have 

the widest range of issues, such as: ADHD, drug abuse, poverty, violence/crime, environmental 

issues, mental trauma (witnessing death), emotional health issues, anger issues, anxiety, eating 

disorders and sexual abuse (victim/suspect), hereditary psychological disorder
15

. As strength and 

conditioning coach it is important to recognize that every single athlete has a different personality. 

It is also important to have the ability to adapt to each individual while coaching them based on 

their personality. Each athlete brings something different to the table. Some have had it easy in life 

while others have had hardships and then there is a higher percentage who struggled every single 

day of their lives due to their upbringing.  

 

 Although I am not a psychology major, I took Dr. Collins class to get a better 

understanding on different psychological disorders, what factors lead to them and the ability to 

recognize them was important to me. I wanted to develop the ability to be able to recognize certain 

issues that an athlete may have and get them in the right direction weather it is me personally 

talking to them or to get them the right help or treatment through the athletic department. My 

ultimate goal is to mentor these athletes so that they can develop the confidence and not doubt 

themselves on and off the field. I will talk about the different disorders athletes may possess due to 

their upbringing and how on campus services such as student counseling can help benefit the 

student-athlete. 
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 When collegiate football players have issues and are asked by the athletic department to 

seek help there is often a negative perspective associated with the help being received and the 

relationship it has with the athletic department. It all comes down to trust and confidentiality 

issues. I truly feel student counseling services needs to reach out to student-athletes, because 

generally they are a separate entity in relation to the athletic department. Most major institutions 

are a diverse community that includes groups of people, some who have been discriminated 

against on the basis of characteristics such as racial, ethnic, and cultural background, national 

origin, gender, sexual orientations, age, physical and mental abilities, religious beliefs, and 

socioeconomic status. All students have access to student counseling. However, when it pertains to 

the student-athlete very few use the resources available to them. The student-athlete is definitely a 

different breed when compared to the average student. Their day to day schedule is overwhelming 

and some coaches, professors, and students truly do fail to realize just how much stress a student-

athlete endures. Most student counseling services offer a wide range of services that can 

potentially help student-athletes succeed such as: career counseling and testing, crisis intervention, 

learning disability and ADD/ADHD screenings, personal counseling, programs for academic 

success, psychiatric services, self-help, outreach and consultation, stress management and testing 

services.  

  

 Collegiate football athletes really need to use the resources that student counseling services 

(SCS) has to offer. SCS can really help these young men become successful on and off the field. I 

personally feel SCS needs to develop a separate entity within their department that strictly deals 
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with student-athletes. Most football players who have experienced a dramatic upbringing do not 

even realize that they might possess one of the conditions mentioned above. To them what they 

experience personally is normal, while others struggle to deal with their issues.  

 

 ADHD is the number one issue found in collegiate football players
11

. ADHD can interfere 

with an athlete’s ability to focus on, or to remember, coaching instruction. Athletes with ADHD 

may benefit from specific coaching technique: multisensory directions, clear and consistent 

instructions, eye contact, repetition and clarification, only one correction at a time, positive 

reinforcement, consistent consequences for negative behavior, and patience
11

. In severe cases 

stimulants are used to treat ADHD, such as methylphenidate (Ritalin) and are considered 

performance- enhancing and are banned in collegiate sports. However in severe cases athletes can 

sometimes get a therapeutic use exemption from their physician that allows them to compete while 

using ADHD medication. There also are non-stimulant medications that can be used to treat 

ADHD and that are not banned. This is where SCS can play a vast role by taking the necessary 

steps needed to help that athlete to receive the best diagnoses or treatment needed in an order for 

them to succeed.   

 

 Drug abuse is a huge issue nationwide among male athletes majority being football players. 

This is due to the athlete’s upbringing and environmental surroundings, or it can also be due to 

predetermined genetic defect. SCS can help athletes by enrolling them into drug abuse programs, 

which can help identify why the athlete is abusing or using drugs regularly enough to where it 

affects their school and athletic performance. Several studies have found collegiate football 
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athletes to be more likely than other men on campus to commit sexual assaults
14

. In a large study 

of victims of sexual aggression at a large Midwestern university, male athletes were greatly 

overrepresented among the assailants described by the women surveyed. Though men on sports 

teams were less than 2% of the total male population on campus, they made up 23% of the 

attackers in sexual assaults and 14% in attempted sexual assaults
14

. At another university 

(anonymous) survey found that men on varsity, revenue producing teams, such as football self-

reported high rates of sexually abusive behavior. Most institutions who offer SCS categorize drug 

abuse in the following forms, most used to less use: alcohol, marijuana (most common in football 

athletes) spit tobacco, diet pills, laxatives, anabolic steroids, and cocaine. SCS can really benefit a 

drug abuser with behavioral treatments. This can help the athlete engage in the treatment process, 

modify their attitudes and behaviors related to drug abuse, and increase healthy life styles. These 

treatments can also enhance the effectiveness of medications and help athletes stay in treatment 

longer. Treatment for drug abuse and addiction can be derived in many different settings using a 

variety of behavior approaches that SCS has to offer. Here are some examples: cognitive- 

behavioral therapy, which seeks to help patients (athlete) recognize, avoid and cope with the 

situations in which they are most likely to abuse drugs. Multidimensional family therapy, which 

was developed for adolescents with drug abuse problems as well as their families addresses a range 

of influences on their drug abuse patterns and is designed to improve overall family functioning. 

This particular treatment really can relate to the athletes upbringing.  

 

 As mentioned before ADHD and drug abuse is common in student-athletes. This is 

definitely due to the athlete’s upbringing in poverty. For an athlete to grow up below poverty line, 
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it affects many factors in their personal development such as
17

: social development, emotional 

development, academic development, cognitive development, physical development and can even 

lead to other mental disorders. The mission of the SCS work professional is to enrich human well-

being and to help meet the basic human necessities of all people, with particular attention to 

empowering people who are vulnerable, oppressed, and living in poverty
12

. Collegiate sports are 

an avenue used by young teens that come from hazardous environments where crime, gang 

involvement, and poor secondary educational conditions have left them vulnerable. Just because 

student-athletes earn the right to attend elite institutions, their vulnerability does not diminish. For 

African American and international student-athletes, the journey toward empowerment is even 

more difficult because they are often chosen from communities that are very different from the 

demographic at the institutions they represent
17

. The lack of family support, absence of a 

community, death of trusted role models, and student-athlete stereotypes make adapting to a new 

environment difficult. The following example is a perfect depiction of the affects poverty can have 

on student-athlete.  

 

 The case of Anthony Vontoure, a former University of Washington football player supports 

the notion that student-athletes are susceptible population in need of social work intervention. 

Anthony a cornerback with the NFL was dismissed from the football team after frequent outbursts, 

uncontrollable anger, smashed windows, and conflicts with coaches. On the evening of May 31, 

2002, Vonture was staying with a friend. The police were dispatched to the apartment because 

Vontoure said he was frightened that little green men in masks wanted to kill him, and his 

roommates feared he was having a nervous breakdown. Officials reported that Vontoure was 
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diagnosed with a bipolar disorder, prescribed medication, and saw counselors. His mother, who 

battled depression on a number of occasions, said she was not informed of Anthony’s diagnosis 

and saw no signs that he was on medication. Five officers were needed to restrain Vontoure, but 

after his breathing changed from rapid to shallow, he was transported to a local medical center 

where he was pronounced dead.  

 

 For student-athletes, earning an academic degree entails more than course work as proven 

over the past several years by the increase in mental health issues on college campuses
15

. The 

perception is that student-athletes are immune to the difficulties other college students face, but the 

reality is that they may be at even greater risk of poor mental health because of the pressure of 

commercialized college sports
16

.  It is estimated that 10% to 20% of the 360,000 college student-

athletes suffer from depression; student-athletes suffer from depression more often than their non-

student-athlete peers
18

 and student-athletes with positive psychiatric symptoms have higher rates of 

substance abuse. Student counseling is an appropriate profession to promote student-athlete 

development and to fill the apparent gap in student athlete-services. Personally, I feel the athletic 

departments need to recognize that these athletes need more than what is offered to them. 

Hopefully, in the future SCS and the athletics department can come up with a program that will 

help support each and every student-athlete that is faced with issues. Some athletic programs do 

recognize the need to address mental health issues. A handful of Division I athletic departments 

have hired in house sports psychologists. For example, I know the University of Tennessee created 

an in house mental health component for its 250 student-athletes. The assistant athletic director for 

sports medicine estimates that 28% are in treatment and that the service prevented three suicides 
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since it was created in 2005. This approach may be awkward to the student-athlete because he or 

she may feel stigmatized by receiving such services
19

. Institutions that do not have the luxury of 

having an in house mental health service program need to refer student-athletes to SCS. The only 

issue with this is sometimes SCS limits the number of therapeutic visits, and student-athletes who 

are prematurely forced out of treatment are left unprotected. 

 

 Student-Athletes, especially those who are involved in revenue generating sports (football 

and men’s basketball), are performers who’s athletics accomplishments are subject to praise and 

negative criticism.  They are seen as socially incompetent and lacking intellectual ability. These 

misconceptions compel many student-athletes to keep from addressing their problems and issues. 

They are wary to seek help from counselors, support services, and sport psychologist. In place of 

treatment student-athletes have traditionally chosen to seek help from other sources such as 

coaches, teammates, family and friend. In most cases the sources they use may not give them the 

right direction needed in an order to improve their lifestyle. Athletic departments need a thorough 

understanding of student-athletes resistance toward counseling and support services that will help 

shape future intervention strategies and treatment delivery. Athletic departments and SCS need to 

team up and research factors that can influence student-athletes, resistance toward counseling 

services. After doing some research I found the following information, which I felt was extremely 

important. Previous researchers have attempted to identify potential explanations for the resistance 

shown by student-athletes toward SCS. The research shows that resistance can be classified as 

either internal (personal attributes) or external (situational pressure) in nature. 
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Internal sources of resistance  

 According to the research, traditional student-athletes have been raised in an environment 

that stresses the importance of resiliency and self-reliance
20

. The good of the team or the overall 

athletic performance takes superiority over personal problems
21

. This mentality may lead to the 

onset of feelings of resistance to counseling. These internal sources of resistance include a win at 

all costs, philosophy, time management, and the social stigma associated with help seeking 

behavior. Majority of student-athletes have functioned throughout their collegiate careers under the 

assumption that wining and peak performance are the ultimate goals of athletic competition. 

Student-athletes are rewarded for their accomplishments on the playing field. The idea of 

admitting personal needs or issues could jeopardize damage their chances to succeed by weakening 

their self-efficacy in their ability to perform, damaging the level of trust built with their teammates, 

reducing playing time, or weakening their coach’s confidence in their ability to perform
20

. As long 

as the personal problems do not impact their athletic performance they are content to ignore their 

existence.  

 

External Sources of Resistance 

 Forces beyond the control of student-athletes also may contribute to resistance and the 

underutilization of counseling services. External sources to counseling and services come from the 

athletic department and its personnel, and university administration. Resistance created by the 

athletic department has been described as a closed system within the institution of the university 
22

. 
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Many athletic departments act as an independent entity and separate from the rest of the university. 

Well known athletic departments, are in fact independent on campus businesses that have little or 

no connection to other functional activities of their school. Such an independent view can be 

adopted by student-athletes and may lead them to ignore available campus services and look 

instead to athletic staff and teammates for needed support
22

. This closed system concept can also 

be a cause of concern. Those who work directly with student-athletes may not be appropriately 

trained to handle normal developmental issues. Many of individuals assigned to help student-

athletes come from physical education, education, sports medicine, or business backgrounds
22

. 

They do not have the counseling or psychological training necessary to help student-athletes with 

personal, social, and educational concerns.  

 

 The perception of student-athletes as an over privileged minority has many institutions 

cautious that they are not viewed as providing too many benefits to student-athletes. Universities 

frequently act under the assumption that the individual athletic programs will handle issues and 

concerns of athletes.  

 

 It takes a true and genuine leader, to really step up to the plate and face criticism from 

outside sources and to face them head on so that student-athletes can benefit from the services 

institutions have to offer. It is evident that most major institutions are hesitant to encourage the 

student-athlete to use sources the institution offer (SCS). It is both selfish and unethical to hold 

back an athlete’s potential just to save the reputation of a major institution. Student counseling 
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services and athletic departments must become one to help serve our young student-athletes. After 

all, they are the future, I will do my best as strength and conditioning coach to ensure the student-

athlete is receiving the help needed in an order to succeed.  
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Name: Parmjit Gill 

Sex: Female 

Age: 76 

Medical Conditions: None 

Purpose for Evaluation 

The purpose of this evaluation is to help Parmjit realize that she is in critical need of professional 

help, diagnosis, and clinical treatment.  

Demographics 

Parmjit Gill is a 76 year old female, who was born in India on May 5, 1935. She has three children, 

one male and two females, all of whom are medical doctors. Her education is at the high school 

level and she lives, financially, off her children and siblings by staying with them for weeks at a 

time. Parmjit grew up in the slums of India along with eight younger siblings. She refers to herself 

as the “queen” and currently displays signs of brief psychotic disorders. 

Presenting Problem 

The family is aware of Parmjit’s many issues. However, it is evident that she is in complete denial 

of her own condition. Her actions, words, and delusions negatively affect her loved ones a great 

deal. Yet, she is not fazed by the pain she is causing her own family. The purpose of this 

evaluation is to screen for evidence of brief psychotic disorder and for paranoid personality 

disorder. 

Reason for Referral 

Recently, Parmjit was staying with her son and had a horrific incident that has affected her 

relationship with her grandchildren and children. She has a serious issue with both male and 
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females who join her family. She has the tendency to fabricate stories that have never taken place 

and strongly believes they are true.  This problem seems to carry forward to her siblings and the 

relationship with their spouses. On October 14, 2011, Parmjit was sitting with her son’s family at 

the dinner table. Everyone at the table including her two granddaughters, grandson, daughter in-

law and son were in total shock based on her speech and actions. She was talking to herself saying 

“I must sacrifice her life to please you.” Parmjit often talks to herself and refers to herself as the 

“queen.” When she mentioned the word sacrifice she looked at her daughter in-law while pointing 

a fork and giggling at her in an evil way. The children were extremely scared and were 

immediately sent upstairs. Even though her words were frightening, she caused no physical harm. 

She simply continued eating as if nothing happened. It is evident that she needs clinical treatment 

based on the information given to me by her son. Obtaining help for Parmjit has been difficult 

because her brothers and sisters protect her and convince her that nothing is wrong even though 

they know the truth. 

Test Administered/ Behavioral Observations 

Since Parmjit has never had any sort of treatment, no tests have been administered nor has she had 

a clinical evaluation. After observing for some time, she seems to be alert and is constantly looking 

around as if she hears voices and asking those around her to be quiet and to listen for what she is 

hearing. She also talks about how her daughter in-laws and sister in-laws destroyed her life.  Even 

with the mention of their names her speech automatically becomes aggressive and disorganized 

and she seems extremely angry. Excess nail biting, rapid blinking and eye movement, along with 

fidgety hands are a few of the signs of her behavior.  
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Family Background 

Parmjit and her family grew up in the slums of India in very poor conditions. She was the oldest of 

nine children; given the burden of taking care of her brothers and sisters at a very young age. She 

and her siblings only received one to two full meals per week. She often gathered up scraps and 

stole fruits and vegetables from local village markets for her brothers and sisters. Her dad was a 

drunk who showed absolutely no affection to his family. Her mom was absent and tried to earn 

money by selling herself on the streets. Parmjit and her siblings often witnessed domestic violence 

between the parents. Her brothers were also beaten on some nights her father was intoxicated. 

Parmjit has always been extremely over-protective of her siblings and constantly has her guard up 

around them. Parmjit was also forced into a marriage at the age of 15 to a man who was fifteen 

years older than her. Even though she was forced into a marriage she was happy because her 

husband was rich and he helped provide for her family, ultimately getting them out of the slums. 

Parmjit was always on edge but things went downhill after her husband passed away from cancer. 

Parmjit was 40 years old when her husband passed. For the past 36 years since the death of her 

husband Parmjit talks to herself, shows aggression towards new family members and has 

hallucinations. Two years ago she had a heart stint put in due to a clogged artery; no other major 

medical conditions were reported.  
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Detailed Case Study 

Parmjit Gill grew up in extreme conditions and many factors in her childhood, teenage, and 

adulthood years caused her current condition. Looking back into Parmjit’s childhood years; she 

was put under tremendous amounts of pressure to help her siblings. In essence, they are her 

children since both parents had little to do with the upbringing of their own children. Therefore, 

when new members join the family, she automatically feels threatened by what might happen 

between her relationships with her siblings. Looking back into Parmjit’s teenage years, she was 

forced into a marriage with someone fifteen years older than her. Gaining her husband’s trust was 

an issue in the early years of their marriage. However, she loved her husband because he was the 

only one who ever treated her with absolute love and respect. Not only did he love her but, he also 

provided for and took care of her siblings without any hesitation. During Parmjit’s adulthood, her 

disorders unfolded and evolved due to her husband’s death. He was the one person who she trusted 

and truly loved that treated her and her sibling’s with respect. Parmjit’s husband’s death brought 

back horrific memories causing her to have brief psychotic disorders with marked stressors. She 

needs to seek help immediately before her condition becomes worse. Currently, her son does not 

communicate with her because of the dinner situation and other situations not mentioned. Other 

family members are also finding it hard to cope with her dysfunctional behavior. Parmjit’s siblings 

are the only individuals who currently care for her and pretty much take turns taking her in. They 

refuse to get her help and are fully convinced that Parmjit is completely normal and only a victim 

that needs time to heal. 
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Multiaxial Assessment  

Axis I  298.8  Brief Psychotic Disorder with Marked Stressors 

Axis II  301.0  Paranoid Personality Disorder 

Axis III   “None” 

Axis IV   Death of spouse, neglect as child, discord from family members 

Axis V  GAF= 60 (Current)  

Reason for Diagnoses 

After analyzing Parmjit’s case there were multiple signs and symptoms that helped me diagnose 

her current condition. For Axis I, I felt Parmjit had “Brief Psychotic Disorder with Marked 

Stressors.” Due to her history, especially her adulthood and passing of her husband, I felt this was 

the right diagnoses. She is delusional and has disorganized speech such as incoherence. Duration 

of an episode of the disturbance is at least one day but less than a month, with eventual return to 

premorbid level of functioning. Her symptoms occur shortly after and in response to events that, 

singly or together would be markedly stressful to anyone in most circumstances in Parmjits 

culture. Also, due to her current state of mind I also diagnosed her with “Paranoid Personality 

Disorder”. Parmjit shows a distrust and suspiciousness of others and their motives are interpreted 

as malevolent, beginning by early childhood and present in a variety of contexts. She suspects, 

without sufficient basis, that others are exploiting, harming, and deceiving her or her siblings. 

Parmjit has problems with her primary support group. She lost husband to cancer I strongly believe 

this evolved her current condition. Also, she was neglected as a child from her parents. Parmjit has 

never been clinically treated, I feel she needs to be administered and assessed so that further action 

can be taken to help treat her condition. 
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Treatment Plan 

Treatment for Parmjit should involve antipsychotic drugs that are usually administered with a 

variety of psychosocial treatments, with the goal of reducing relapse and improving skills in 

deficits and compliance in taking medications. The effectiveness of treatment is limited because 

her disorder is typically a chronic one. 

 

Prognosis 

In Parmjit’s case successful treatment of her disorder rarely includes complete recovery. However, 

the quality of life for her can be meaningfully affected by combining antipsychotic medications 

with psychosocial approaches, employment support, and community based and family 

interventions.  
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Starting a non-profit organization for charitable purpose using athletic tools  

Class: PFP 5326 - Section D01 

Instructor: Dr. Russell James III 

Texas Tech University 

 

 

By: 

Gurminder Thind 
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 ‘Uplifting Athletes’ is an inspiring non-profit organization which focuses on connecting 

with people who are passionate about college football and informing them of various rare diseases 

currently plaguing the United States. The motivation for this non-profit is to help raise money and 

do other fund-raising activities to combat rare diseases. The money that is raised usually goes 

towards medical research to help find a cure to fight these rare diseases. It can alternatively be 

used to help someone financially who is suffering from the disease.
27

   

 

 The reason why implementing this non-profit is so dear to my heart is because I have had 

close friends and family who have passed away suffering from rare diseases. When I become the 

head ‘strength and conditioning’ coach my athletes will fight for the awareness of one particular 

disease. Every Uplifting Athlete chapter selects one particular rare disease to fight. After reviewing 

some of the rare diseases, I have decided that I would like my future non-profit to fight the disease 

called progeria. Progeria causes accelerated aging in infants. As a newly married couple, my wife 

and I are extremely fond of children. I find children to the one of the biggest blessings in this life. 

It is heart-breaking to me that some ill-fated children will have to suffer from this disease. It is a 

personal goal to use my athletic and professional skills for a good cause. Progeria is a rare genetic 

condition that severely reduces their life expectancy. This disease accelerates normal human aging. 

It usually is not passed down through families, and is rarely seen in more than one child in a 

family. 
27, 28
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The reason why I am so adamant on implementing ‘Uplifting Athletes’ when I am a head 

‘strength and conditioning’ coach is because it is important for the athletes to try and give back. It 

is also important for the athletes to realize how blessed they truly are and to never take anything 

for granted in life. Also I truly feel hosting an event like this annually would allow the university 

to fight for a worthy cause every year. It can really help the maturing process in young athletes 

who might lack responsibility, accountability and discipline. Student-athletes really need to be 

mentored in the years they are in college. This event is a great psychological training tool. 

 

 As of right now the following colleges have contributed to the ‘Uplifting Athletes’ 

program: Penn State, Northwestern, Illinois, Princeton, Fordham, Ohio State, Saint Francis, North 

Carolina State, Notre Dame and Maryland. I would like to add to this growing non-profit 

phenomenon. That is why it is important for me to understand how non-profits are started and what 

kind of non-profit organization I would like my chapter of ‘Uplifting Athletes’ to be.
27

 

 

The Event “Lift for Life” 

 

 I have already planned out what the athletes will do during the event and how the event will 

be organized and hosted. This event will be held annually and it will attract contributors, students, 

local community and hardcore fans. The football team will show case their skills and will undergo 

workouts with the strength and conditioning staff. Contributions made by spectators and fans at the 

event will be donated to progeria disease awareness. Anybody who attends the event will be able 
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to interact with the athletes during the event. After the event is over, fans will also be able to ask 

for autographs and pictures with their favorite athlete.  

 

 The event will be promoted through school website, school newspaper, local radio station 

and local newspaper. I would want to host the event in early May only because it is right before 

summer break and students will still be in school. The event will also be hosted during the evening. 

This will allow potential donors and spectators to attend the event during the week. Also the 

athletes who will be performing will not be affected by the heat. People who attend the event will 

be able to interact with the athletes. The event will consist of the following: 20-yard tire flip 

contest, 30-second bench press contest, 30-second back squat contest, 100-yard sled push contest, 

sand bag rally race, 20-yard farmers walk race, team tug of war and autograph session.  

 

Proposed example of schedule: 

 5:30pm - “Lift for Life” Admissions 

 6:00pm - Introduction (information regarding the event) 

 6:10pm to 7:20 pm - Tire flip, bench press, back squat, sled push, sand bad rally, farmers 

walk, team tug of war contest. 

 7:25pm to 8:00pm - End/autograph session 
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Diagram of the Event 

 Fan Area                              

Fan Area 

 

 

 

 

 

SLED PUSH STATION/TIRE FLIP STATION 

 

 

 

 

SAND BAG RALLY                         TUG OF WAR                         FARMER 

WALK 

BENCH PRESS STATION/BACK SQUAT STATION 

Fan Area 
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 I would like to run ‘Uplifting Athletes’ [UA] as efficiently as possible. Taking Dr. 

Russell’s class has opened my mind to the world of charitable planning. Using sophisticated 

charitable planning techniques, I will be able to secure several advantages. That is why it is 

essential to plan extensively beforehand and learn about all the incentives in starting a non-profit 

with minimum costs. 

 

 In addition to fundraising events and ticket sales, reaching out to potential donors will be a 

big priority for me. Marketing to the wealthy that have a propensity to support non-profit like 

‘Uplifting Athletes’ will be crucial in the first few years. A donor has several options when giving 

away money in a planned manner. They can give gifts to UA where the transfer is deferred. The 

gifts can provide income or some form of financial benefit to the donor. The gifts can be in the 

form of appreciated assets. In all these cases, the donor will require tax and legal planning. Even 

individual donors who are not wealthy can be reached out to. When an individual makes a gift to a 

charity, he/she can receive a tax deduction.
25, 26

  

  

 It makes sense to start ‘Uplifting Athletes’ as a non-profit instead of a student organization 

because I want to lay the right foundations for it to be successful in the future. In the first few 

years, we will be learning a lot about success strategies and improve our marketing and public 

relations. The 501 (c)(3)
25

 status will make ‘Uplifting Athletes’ legally a charitable entity. There 

will be little doubt that any and all the money it receives will be used for charitable purposes only. 
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In a traditional company, taxes are paid on earnings. In a charity like UA, there will be no taxes 

and no earnings will be distributed for private benefits. To start the application process, the IRS 

form 1023 and a $750 fee will need to be filed. To continue the UA chapter in subsequent years, 

the IRS form 990 will need to be filed with no fee. One of the best resources for learning a lot of 

philanthropic giving in the United States would be ‘The Partnership for Philanthropic Planning’. 

It is the largest professional association in the U.S. planned giving industry.
26

  

 

  A good non-profit organization has a strong vision and a mission statement in its inception. 

The purpose of my non-profit organization will be to raise money and awareness about rare 

diseases in general and one disease in particular [Progeria]. My underlying ideals and core values 

will be self-confidence, character, accountability, results and safety. Regarding the recruitment of 

the Board members, it will consist of myself [the strength and conditioning coach], Athletic 

Director, a representative from the Counseling Services center and a reputable doctor from the 

nearest local hospital. I will have to make sure that my non-profit Board meets 

state/province/federal requirements for the Board. I will seek the help of University Legal Services 

to help me out with filing the Articles (in case of incorporation). 

 

 Although I will be implementing a non-profit organization that helps awareness for rare 

diseases, it is also important as a strength coach to educate people attending the event on the health 

benefits of adopting a healthy lifestyle. This is extremely important because as a strength coach it 

is important to practice what you preach. A healthy lifestyle can also help fight against existing 
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conditions and can help avoid potential diseases. Example of such conditions would be 

cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity etc.  

 

 Living a healthy lifestyle has a wide variety of psychological benefits. A healthy lifestyle 

helps balance the mind and restores the heart while it blows away tensions related to work, 

personal and social matters. It has the potential to bring more energy, making you become more 

creative and satisfied with whatever one pursues. It gives a better sense of satisfaction and a higher 

level of happiness. If someone feels good about themselves both inside and out, it will surely 

encourage a healthier and happier lifestyle. 

 

 As a strength coach, it is important to address to an overall sense of balance in life. I truly 

believe healthy living covers a variety of aspects such as: spirituality, mental sanity, physical and 

emotional well-being. All these aspects of an individual should be met and maintained with 

maximum balance. By following this healthy routine, it encourages and inspires family members, 

relatives, friends and loved ones to adopt and live a similar kind of lifestyle. This can allow one to 

experience the perfection, comfort and convenience of seeing and being the new and better you.  

 

 It is important to have a strategy for fund-raising. The “Lift for Life” event will raise a 

portion of the money from admissions. However, this will be only a small portion of the proceeds. 

As a strength coach, it is important to have the ability to think outside the box to maximize your 

athletes’ potential. My goal is to bring this same approach to fund-raising activities. I do not want 

to just rely on the money we make based on admissions for the event.  
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 The goal is to convince any potential donors to open their checkbook to make a donation 

towards the cause. To make it effective, I have to personalize the event in a way where it affects 

everyone attending on a deep and personal level. I really want the donations to be given based on 

emotion, not on pure reason alone. The whole goal and purpose of the event is to put a face on the 

organizations beneficiaries. In the “Lift for Life” I really want to paint a picture with real people 

receiving benefits. To me this makes the purpose personal as opposed to impersonal. For example, 

the donations will go towards the disease “progeria” (we can physically show and relate someone 

who is suffering) and this will definitely hit home for a lot of people attending the event. After 

attending the event, a high percentage of the people will become knowledgeable about this disease 

which is one of the primary goals of ‘Uplifting Athletes’. They will learn about someone who has 

personally experienced loosing someone close to them because of a disease. This will connect with 

the donors because they will see their good deed in action. Self-gratitude goes a long way when 

donating.   

 

 Since a major division 1 collegiate football program will be affiliated with the event, this 

means the institution involved will more than likely donate a large sum to the cause. This form of 

support will make the institution look good in the public’s eye and it will help my non-profit 

organization making it a win/win situation. Since most major collegiate institutions are supported 

by former alumni and boosters, they will to be a big part of the donation process. The general 

public will also have potential donors. However, it is my assumption that boosters and alumni who 

are affiliated with the program will be major contributors. In an order to get their full support, I 
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will have to emphasize facts and numbers and how they can receive tax benefits. I will also remind 

them the prestige of donating and that they will be joining a select group. Although this may seem 

or sound business-like, it is really just a smart idea for promoting and growing the event. 

 

 So far I have established the institution, alumni and boosters as the big donors. The third 

group which I would focus on to help raise money is the community. Generally, within a collegiate 

football program the community views the student-athletes as heroes. Most of the fans from the 

community feel personal connections with the institution. The goal of getting the general 

public/community to donate is to consider the economy before hosting the “Lift for Life”. This can 

be looked in two ways. If the area where the event will be held is struggling through a bad 

economy, the non-profit organization might have to be frugal for its success. There might not be 

too many big donors. However, it can find success if it aims to collect many small donations. It is 

going to be important to think about the community’s ability to donate regardless of the cause.  

  

 The event needs to be mutually beneficial when dealing with the community. With the 

community donors want to receive something in return, whether it’s a tangible item or simply the 

happiness that comes along with supporting a worthy cause. In this cause I definitely feel the 

community would be happy with the fact that they get to communicate and personally see the 

student-athletes they idolize in action. This will build relationships with the community and can 

result in more donations and improved community participation in the future of ‘Uplifting 

Athletes’.  
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My overall experience taking the Master's classes and commentary and critique of 3 research 

papers 

 

 On June 1, 2010 I started my internship with Texas Tech University’s football strength and 

conditioning department. After playing professional football in the Canadian Football League and 

sustaining an injury which ended my career, I always knew I wanted to become a ‘strength and 

conditioning’ coach. The past two years have been a real challenge for me physically, mentally and 

financially. Coming to Lubbock was a risk, because my internship was only for two months. After 

hard work and dedication to the field of strength and conditioning I earned a Graduate Assistant 

Position within three weeks of my internship. 

 

 When I first got to Lubbock my housing was paid for from June to August. This was one of 

the toughest times for me because after the housing was expired, I was out of money and refused to 

receive help from my family. I ended up sleeping in my van for a week while I was putting in the 

hours at Texas Tech. I almost wanted to quit what I was pursuing my Master’s because I had a lot 

of struggles and it reminded me a lot of my childhood. However, it’s hard to explain why I could 

not quit. Something inside me would just not allow me to quit. I was always reminded by my wife 

and ultimate goal. Although I was given a Graduate Assistant Position, I was not allowed to get 

paid legally until September 1
st 

because I was waiting for my American green card. 
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I started my Master’s degree in January of 2011 in the interdisciplinary program. In an 

order to become ‘strength and conditioning’ coach at the collegiate level, a master’s degree is 

required. The reason why I pursued the interdisciplinary program was because it would allow me 

to focus on three concentrations. These concentrations are exercise sports science, higher 

education and personal financial planning. All three of these concentrations will help me in my 

short term and long term career endeavors.  

 

 Working with 105 football student-athletes and being enrolled in nine hours per semester 

has been extremely challenging. It has been a juggling act; especially when I am working from 

5am-6pm five days a week. This does not include the in-season obligations when we travel for 

away games. To manage my schedule has been extremely stressful for me and my wife especially 

because she is 23 hours away from her family and I barely get to spend quality time with her.  

 

 I have always been a determined person through all the hardships that I have experienced 

while being at Texas Tech. This experience has led me to mature both professionally and 

personally. It has helped me mature professionally because the long hours I put in will help prepare 

me to become an excellent head ‘strength and conditioning’ coach. The demands and high level of 

stress of being head ‘strength and conditioning’ coach can become overwhelming; the workload I 

have experienced here at Tech has definitely prepared me to take the next step in my career. 

Personally, the work experience at Tech has really helped me in a number of aspects. Naturally I 

am a person who stresses a lot about the outcomes of what I am pursuing. The hectic schedule that 
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I have handled for the past two years has really allowed me to take a step by step approach towards 

everyday life. 

My goal is to become the director of strength and conditioning for a Division I football 

program within four years. After attaining this goal and building a name for myself within the 

industry, I would like to open up my own sports training facility in either Charleston, SC or 

Atlanta, GA. My demographics would include a wide spectrum of people including high school 

athletes, collegiate athletes and professional athletes. However, before that dream becomes a 

reality, I know I will need to work within the collegiate setting for at least five to six years. The 

experience will help build my reputation within the community and hopefully will attract potential 

clients/customers in the future.  

 

 My passion for strength and conditioning started during my freshman year at the University 

of South Carolina as student-athlete. I always knew if football did not work out for me I would 

take the path to become strength and conditioning coach at the collegiate level. I truly love and 

respect the field because as a strength coach you have the ability to impact a young student-

athletes life in a positive way. It is not all about lifting weights or running until you can’t feel your 

legs anymore. More importantly, it is about building character, discipline, courage, mental 

toughness, confidence and most importantly - a positive outlook on life.  
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Commentary and critique of Seminar Paper #1 

Each strength and conditioning coach is unique in their own style of coaching. Based on 

my experience, there are three basic coaching styles. First, there is the authoritarian style where 

the coach makes all the decisions without any input from his/her student-athletes. Second, there is 

the casual coach basically letting the players run the program. This is the easiest style to put into 

practice and is used by coaches who are not very experienced. The athletes typically enjoy this 

style of coaching most. The third style is the co-operative coach who has the players sharing in 

the decision-making process. The coach guides the athletes with decisions. The athletes buy into 

this style because they are part of the decision- making process. 

As a former student-athlete, I wanted to understand why I was being asked to perform 

certain tasks. I feel it is important to have guidelines and rules when working with athletes. 

Communication is vital for the success of any strength and conditioning program. My athletes will 

realize that I am looking out for their best interests and wanting them to improve in various 

aspects. A good strength coach will pick and choose what style will work for them based on their 

environment and type of athlete they are dealing with. As a strength coach it is important to have 

the ability to adapt and not be so one dimensional when working with student-athletes. The 

strength coach spends the most time with the athlete more than any other coach, it is his duty and 

responsibility to make sure we keep the players safe and mentor them through success and 

hardships. 
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I took Dr. Stoddens strength and conditioning program design class to get a better 

understanding on how to design a program and to figure out what is really right or wrong when 

selecting exercise prescription. This class has prepared me for the future. It has inspired my 

training philosophy and the methods of training that I will use with my student-athletes. I will be 

using certain methods over others due to scientific evidence that supports my training methods 

such as: muscle physiology, neuromuscular adaptations to conditioning, bone, muscle and 

connective tissue adaptations to physical activity, energy systems, psychology of athletic 

preparation and performance, nutritional factors in health and performance, stretching and warm-

up, resistance training, plyometric training, speed, agility, and speed endurance development, 

periodization and applying exercise prescription. 

As ‘strength and conditioning’ coach, I believe that character is the most important factor 

when training. As an athlete develops character, they become more consistent in their work habits 

at the conditioning level.  The philosophy of my program is simple; the goal is to eliminate any 

weakness the athlete has and to reduce the risk of injury so that they are more effective in their 

specific sport. They will train to be better athletes and not simply weight lifters. This does not 

mean that fundamentals and technique are not important. I will be using the following modalities 

in my strength and conditioning programs: Olympic movements, power lifting movements, strong 

man movements, conventional exercises, balance and functional movements, functional flexibility 

progression, injury prevention and pre habilitation training cycles, isometric core strength and 

plyometrics and explosive training. 

All nine of these methods combined into one program will develop an elite athlete. It is 

essentially a hybrid of all training methods put into one. The foundation of my strength and 
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conditioning program will be based on a performance pyramid which I designed. It goes from the 

bottom to the top.  

Commentary and critique of Seminar Paper #2 

 Being a former student-athlete and professional athlete I always maintained a close and 

respectable relationship with my strength and conditioning coach. Being a strength coach is truly 

one of the grateful forms of coaching. The majority of my time in this profession will be focused 

on building young men’s physical ability and character. There is great satisfaction when seeing the 

results of my hard work. I take great pride and honor in doing my job and am truly blessed to be in 

the position I am in. Although the profession can be extremely stressful, the challenge of it is very 

addicting. My main focus will be to work with football athletes at the collegiate level. A high 

percentage of these athletes come from broken homes and have lived below poverty line their 

entire life. To take a young man and to have the ability to mentor him and basically mold him is 

truly an honor. I will be tough on my athletes and will show very little mercy in regards to training. 

However, I will earn their respect and they will know I have their best interest at hand and if they 

ever need anything my door will always be open. When a strength coach can build this type of 

relationship with the athlete it builds trust and makes the job much easier.  

 Most collegiate football athletes who have received full athletic scholarships have 

experienced a dramatic upbringing due to their environment.  Approximately 85% of collegiate 

football players are African American (Benton, 2003) and 30% of them live below poverty line. 

Many come from broken homes who deal with an abundance of issues that arise later in their 

career. Football student-athletes have the widest range of issues, such as: ADHD, drug abuse, 
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poverty, violence/crime, environmental issues, mental trauma (witnessing death), emotional health 

issues, anger issues, anxiety, eating disorders and sexual abuse (victim/suspect), hereditary 

psychological disorders (Tseng, 2003). As strength and conditioning coach it is important to 

recognize that every single athlete has a different personality. It is also important to have the 

ability to adapt to each individual while coaching them based on their personality. Each athlete 

brings something different to the table, some have had it easy in life, others have had hardships and 

then there is a higher percentage who struggled every single day of their lives due to their 

upbringing.  

 Although I am not a psychology major I took Dr. Collins class to get a better understanding 

of different psychological disorders, what factors lead to them and the ability to recognize them. I 

wanted to develop the ability to be able to recognize certain issues that an athlete may have and get 

them in the right direction weather it is me personally talking to them or getting them the right help 

or treatment through the athletic department. My ultimate goal is to mentor these athletes so that 

they can develop the confidence and not doubt themselves on and off the field. I will talk about the 

different disorders athletes may possess due to their upbringing and how on-campus services such 

as student counseling can help benefit the student-athlete. 

 When collegiate football players have issues and are asked by the athletic department to 

seek help, there is often a negative perspective associated with the help being received and the 

relationship he has with the athletic department. It all comes down to trust and confidentiality 

issues. I truly feel student counseling services needs to reach out to student-athletes because 

generally they are a separate entity in relation to the athletic department.  
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 Collegiate football athletes really need to use the resources that student counseling services 

(SCS) has to offer. SCS can really help these young men become successful on and off the field. I 

personally feel SCS needs to develop a separate entity within their department that strictly deals 

with student-athletes. Most football players who have experienced a dramatic upbringing do not 

even realize that they might possess one of the conditions mentioned above. To them what they 

experience personally is normal while others struggle to deal with their issues. ADHD is the 

number one issue found in collegiate football players (Parr, 2011). ADHD can interfere with an 

athlete’s ability to focus on or to remember coaching instruction.  
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Commentary and critique of Seminar Paper #3 

This research paper has two main objectives. After studying and analyzing various charity 

case studies in my Advanced Charitable Planning class, I wanted to apply that knowledge in the 

real world. I intend to work in a philanthropic role in the future and this class prepared to introduce 

myself to the procedures and protocol of charitable organizations. First, I will begin by giving a 

brief summary of the various popular charitable entities, highlighting key elements of the most 

common charitable organizations (the 501(c)(3) case). Second, I will investigate two real world 

charity organizations that falls under one of those model entities. I will end my paper with the 

steps and checklist necessary to start a charitable nonprofit organization. This exercise will help 

me to establish and understand my own charitable organization one day. 

Using Course as knowledge base 

My Master’s class in Advanced Charitable Planning [PFP 5326] reviewed sophisticated 

charitable planning techniques with a special emphasis on  creative uses of private foundations, 

donor advised funds, charitable remainder trusts, and  advanced charitable estate planning 

techniques. On top of the different charitable entities, financial analysis of nonprofit organization 

strength and effectiveness was also be covered.
1
 

What is a 501(c)(3)? 
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Section 501(c)(3) is the portion of the US Internal Revenue Code that allows for federal tax 

exemption of nonprofit organizations, specifically those that are considered public charities, 

private foundations or private operating foundations. It is regulated and administered by the US 

Department of Treasury through the Internal Revenue Service. There are other 501(c) 

organizations, indicated by categories 501(c)(1) – 501(c)(28). I will be focusing solely on the 

501(c)(3). Entities that can seek 501(c)(3) determination from the IRS include corporations, trusts, 

community chests, LLCs, and unincorporated associations. The overwhelming majority of 

501(c)(3) organizations are non-profit corporations. I will be focusing solely on the 501(c)(3).
2
 

Provisions Unique to 501(c)(3) 

One of the most distinct provisions unique to Section 501(c)(3) organizations as compared 

with other tax exempt entities is the tax deductibility of donations. 26 U.S.C. § 170, provides a 

deduction, for federal income tax purposes, for some donors who make charitable contributions to 

most types of 501(c)(3) organizations. Other unique provisions tend to vary by state. Like federal 

law, most states allow for deductibility for state income tax purposes. Also, many states allow 

501(c)(3) organizations to be exempt from sales tax on purchases, as well as exemption from 

property taxes. Special nonprofit, bulk rate postage discounts are available from the Post Office to 

qualifying organizations. 501(c)(3) organizations fall into one of three primary categories:  

1.) Public charities 

2.) Private foundations 

3.) Private operating foundations. 
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A public charity is generally defined by the IRS as “not a private foundation”. It receives a 

substantial portion of its revenue from the general public or from government. In order to remain a 

public charity (and not a private foundation), a 501(c)(3) must obtain at least 1/3 of its donated 

revenue from a fairly broad base of public support. Public support can be from individuals, 

companies and/or other public charities. Donations to public charities can be tax deductible to the 

individual donor up to 50% of the donor’s income. Corporate limits are generally 10%. In addition, 

public charities must maintain a governing body that is mostly made up of unrelated individuals. 

Public charities are what most people recognize as those organizations with active programs. 

Examples include churches, benevolence organizations, animal welfare agencies, educational 

organizations, etc. 

A private foundation is often referred to as a non-operating foundation, as in it typically 

does not have active programs. Revenue may come from a relatively small number of donors, even 

single donors. Private foundations are usually thought of as nonprofits which support the work of 

public charities through grants, though that is not always the case. Donations to private 

foundations can be tax deductible to the individual donor up to 30% of the donor’s income. 

Governance of a private foundation can be much more closely held than in a public charity. A 

family foundation is an example of a private foundation. 

The third category is the least common: private operating foundation. These 

organizations often maintain active programs similar to public charities, but may have attributes 

(such as close governance) similar to a foundation. As such, private operating foundations are 

often considered hybrids. Most of the earnings must go to the conduct of programs. Donation 

deductibility is similar to a public charity. 
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About Uplifting Athletes – a 501(c)3 organization 

Uplifting Athletes is a non-profit charitable organization. Their efforts started in 2003 when 

a Penn State football player’s father was diagnosed with kidney cancer and his family learned that 

little could be done because it was a rare disease. A rare disease is any disease affects fewer than 

200,000 Americans and lacks financial incentive to make and market new treatments. When a 

teammate learned of this misfortune, he suggested that they do something since they were in a 

position to make a difference. The team rallied around the idea of leveraging a summer ‘strength 

and conditioning’ competition into a fund raising event called Lift For Life® by opening it up to 

their fans and the media. They soon realized that the benefits of this new organization were far 

greater than they had imagined.
3
 

I ended this paper with a checklist of items for anyone wanting to start a non-profit 

organization 
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